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He has taught two terms in this years.
JUAN C. SANCHEZ
He is an active and enterprising
Juan C. Sanchez, who has been county, and two only, but has alf
nominated candidate for Treasurer, ways been identified with the teach- citizen, always favoring and work
ing profession since entering
this ing for anything that will forward
is a native-bor- n
3
the interests of the community.
He
He was born in Manzano, this coun. field.
r
if
r
always
He has
affiliated with the is a square, upright man, always
ty, in 1884, and has lived here all
standing for the right in every re
his life.
He attended
the public Democrat party.
If elected, he promises that the spect.
schools of this county. He has not
He has made a success of farming
graduated from any college
but office he holds will be at the coun
and all other business with which he
He ty seat where it belongs.
from the school of experience.
has been connected.
He is thor
has managed successfully both his
W. D. WASSON
own affairs and those of the county,
W. D. Wasson, candidate named oughly competent to handle the af
having been County Commissioner by the Democrats of Torrance coun- fairs of the county, and can be defor Torrance county for five years, ty to represent this Legislative Dis- pended upon to do the right thing.
Recently he has spent a good deal
AND
1911 to 1916, which gave him full trict at the coming session of the
acquaintance with the conduct of legislature, has been a resident of of time and effort in building up
the business of the county. He the county of Torrance for the last and perfecting the New Mexico
WJIUlLKFi
i
5
speaks both languages, and his un- thirteen years and has been active in Bean Growers' Association, through
derstanding of the duties of the of- the interests of the county through which he has been instrumental in
DEMOCRATIC
ir tw A
fice he seeks, gained while commisthe Democratic party. He has never securing for the bean growers about
1. IWWMW't'
sioner, coupled with his ability to asked for any position at the hands a cent a pound more than had been
offered.
handle
languages,
the
public.
both
office
he
as
in
worked
had
of the
If
COUNTY TICKET
Al
CASTULO MARQUEZ
qualifies him to serve the public hard for himself as he has for his
Castulo Márquez, candidate for
with dispatch. He is a man who friends he might have held any po
For Sheriff, Salvador Chaves, of has been before the public before sition in the gift of the people of Commissioner from the 3rd District,
Precinct 2, Torreón.
is a native born
and with whom no one has found Torrance county.
For Treasurer, Juan C. Sanchez, fault. If elected he will fill the
Wrt
ti
was licensed to has been a Democrat all his life; was
Judge Wasson
of Precinct 3, Manzano.
place for the best interests of the practice in the courts of Texas in appointed postmaster at Duran dur
For Clerk, Ralph G. Roberson, of whole people.
1879, and was later admitted to the ing Wilson's first administration and
PUT YOUR MONEY IN OUR BANK ftND YOUR VALUABLES IN
Precinct 7, Estancia.
Courts of the United States. Since has served in this position ever since
RALPH G. ROBERSON
THEN YOU WILL KNOW
OUR SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS.
For Assessor, Dixie C. Howell, of
WHERE THEY ARE; THAT THEY ARE ALWAYS SAFE; THAT YOU
Ralph G. Roberson, candidate for coming to New Mexico he has been to the full satisfaction of everybody.
YOU
CAN GET THEM WHEN
WANT THEM.
Precinct 6, Willard.
Clerk, was born in Bledsoe county, active in the practice of the law in He is a man well liked and recomMONEY AND VALUABLES KEPT IN THE HOME MAKE YOU
For Superintendent, Chas. R. Talk in Sequachee
the State Courts and before the U. mended by both those who know him
YOU CAN'T GO OUT WITHOUT FEELING THAT
Valley,
Tennessee,
NERVOUS.
ington, of Precinct 7, Estancia.
SOMETHING MAY HAPPEN TO THEM WHILE YOU ARE GONE.
lived there twenty-on- e
years and one S. land authorities. He served and those who have heard of him.
For Probate Judge, H. G. Ramby, day, and was one of
FIRE MAY BURN THEM OR BURGLARS MAY STEAL THEM.
the few Demo- his district in Texas as prosecuting He is a successful business man and
RENT A BOX IN OUR SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS FOR A NOM-of Precinct 16, Mcintosh.
He
crats raised in that county it being attorney two terms and refused the knows the needs of the county.
minu,
rtnotTOurOUR
inhl sum hnu nrtvrCOME
For Commissioner
1st District, C strongly Republican. He located at nomination for a third term.
speaks both languages and if elected
BANK.
M. Milbourn, of Precinct 19, Lucero.
He has lived here long enough to will be the one man needed on the
21 years of age near Frederick, in
2nd District, what is now
For Commissioner
Tillman county, Okla- know the needs of this county and Board for handling the county busWalter F. Martin, of Precinct 17, homa, where he farmed and held state. His experience and knowl- iness for all interests.
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNuON, H. F. SHELTON
DR. C. J. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
Jaramillo.
The three M's Milbourn, Martin
some minor offices for eight years, edge of the law and of the phraseFor Commissioner
3rd District, coming from there to this county in ology of the law makes him the man and Márquez, are a strong trio and
Márquez, of Precinct
Castulo
10, 1908, where he has since lived. All to help write the law.
it would be hard to find better men
Duran.
in the county for a board of county saf'!, one kitchen cabinet, one dress- proved notes at 10 per cent on sums
H. G. RAMBY
the time working for the interests of
one sanitary of $10 and over, with 5 per cent dis'For State Representative, W. D. the public through the Democratic
er, three bedsteads,
G. Ramby, the nominee for commissioners.
H.
Wasson, of Precinct 7, Estancia.
couch, .six chairs, one rocking chair. count for cash; sums under $10,
party.
Probate Judge is one of the new
Two stacks bean hulls about 5 tons cash. Lunch on the ground.
For Surveyor, T. E. Rodgers, of
He came here from Castro
He was educated
in the public comers.
MARRIED
each, one stack bean hulls of about
Precinct 15, Mountainair.
schools and colleges of East Ten- county, Texas, a year ago this month,
J. L. SLOAN.
A marriage license was issued yes- three tons; a lot of cane fodder. 50
At the Democratic County Con- nessee, graduating at Lebanon Law and has since been in the mercanA.
A.
Hine
Auctioneer.
terday
to
Miss
Beulah
21,
Austin,
chickens.
vention held in Estancia on the 3rd School when 20 years old.
tile business at Mcintosh.
Sixty days time on ap Estancia Savings Bank, Clerk
TERMS:
day of September, 1918, the followHe and his father
before him and Raymond Epler, 31, both of EsHe speaks Spanish well enough to
Judge
tancia.
W.
W.
McClellan
ing proceedings were had,
in
Texas.
and
reared
were
born
of
conduct the business
the office
the couple at his office late
Called to order by A. A. Hine, he seeks, with our
n
This, to the satisfaction of all peo- married
yesterday
county chairman. W. D. Wasson citizens.
ple, fixes his politics.
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
C. A BURRUSS. President
Journal, October 9.
and Ralph G. Roberson elected temMr. Ramby has been engaged in
Since coming to Torrance county
.I N. BURTON. Vice Pres.
ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
porary chairman and secretary re- he has been an abstractor of titles, public
ever since he
business
rUBLIC SALE
Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
spectively, and I. S. Jaramillo, tem- which as everybody knows, peculiar reached- his majority and before.
I will sell at public auction at the
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
,
porary interpreter.
years old and talks Ludwick farm 8 miles west and V
ly fits him for the position of coun He is thirty-on- e
On motion carried, the Chair ap- ty clerk.
some Spanish.
mile south of
Estancia, beginning
pointed the following committees:
His record as a citizen in Texas at 10:30 a. m. on
If elected, he has agreed to give
Credentials B. E. Pedrick, J. M. his personal attention to the con- and here qualifies him to fill the of- TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
15, 1918,
Milbourn, Warren Graham.
duct of the office.
fice of Probate Judge.
the following described property:
Permanent
Organization C. R.
Oar men spring to such a command with a yell of satHe promised at the convention
LIVE STOCK
D. C. HOWELL
isfaction.
Greenfield, J. J. White, A. R. Pool.
1 roan Durham cow 4 years old,
It scarcely seems necessary to when nominated that he would just'
Order of Business Juan C. Jar- mention anything
FIGHT AS THE"Y DO.
Jersey cow;
further than the ly and impartially fulfill the duties fresh soon; 1
amillo, A. C. Marshall, Walter Mar1 cow giving milk, 1
JerAttack the Hun .with a force and recklessness that will
name of Dixie
Howell, who is the of the office if elected.
tin.
C. M. MILBOURN
sey heifer, 2
sink fear into his brutish heart. Your weapons sacristeers, 2
nominee for assessor; but as some of
Resolutions Juan C. Sanchez, H. the new comers may not know him,
C. M. Milbourn, the nominee for yearling steers.
fice, 6aving, Liberty Bonds.
F. Jones, Dixie C. Howell.
HOUSEHOLD
we will state that he has already County Commissioner for the First IMPLEMENTS,
The B ?che fears these as he does a bayonet, for deep
Committee
on
Credentials ap- held this office in 1909-1- 0
District, was born in Indiana forty-on- e
GOODS, ETC.
and-1down in his heart he knows that these things already
proved reports
from 16 precincts. when we were a territory, and has
years ago, but has spent all but
Two sulky breaking plows,
two
are winning the war.
Report as amended and adopted ad- held it down as deputy
s our bovs fight.
n fea'tessly
i
under his four years of his life in Kansas and walking plows, one sod plow, three
mitted 16 precincts to vote with to- own successor for five years since, New Mexico.
cultivators, three single culSTART YOUR OFFENSIVE TODAY.
tal of 60 delegates. No delegation
He has always been active in the tivators, one lister, one
plantThis qualifies him. He
from 4, 5, 9, or 20.
promises if elected to get back on ranks of Democracy, and has never er, two smoothing harrows, one corn
As a pan "f their efforts to fight thU war to a prompt and victorious
Committee on Permanent Organ- the job at the same old
voted any but a Democratic ticket. sheller, one beaa huller almost new,
conclusión, this advertisement 19 endorsen ana paia lor oy
stand.
ization recommended that temporaHe is at present a member of the one grindstone,
pitchforks,
CHAS. R. TALKINGTON
ry organization be made permanent.
hoes, water barrels, and othChas. R. Talkington, candidate for Board of Education of the county,
Adopted as read.
AND
County Superintendent of Schools, where he has worked consistently for er things too numerous to mention.
Committee on Order of Business was reared in Pope county, Arkan- the betterment of the schools of the One range cook stove, one heating
recommended nominations in order sas. His first school days were county. He has always been active stove, one cream separator, one dish
stated hereinafter.
Adopted as spent in the rural schools. He in every movement looking to the
read.
then entered the Russellville High development and betterment of the
Committee on Resolutions report- School of Arkansas, from which he community and county. One phase
ed as follows:
graduated in 1897. He also attend- of his work has been an effort ex(1). We, the Torrance County ed the State University of Arkansas, tending over several years for the
Democratic Convention endorse fully at Fayetteville.
organization of the bean growers of
the National Administration and
His first teaching was done in his the state into a strong body, to the
pledge ourselves to support the gov- native state. Then coming to Ok- end that the Pinto bean, after being
ernment of the United States in all lahoma he taught in several differ- proparly cleaned and packed, might
war issues.
ent counties. For two years served take its place on the markets, where
(2.) We endorse the Democratic on the examining board for licensing it belongs, at the head of the list.
state platform as set out in the last teachers at Pauls Valley, Oklahoma.
Mr. Milbourn is a successful farmDemocratic State Convention.
Prior to his coming to Torrance er, intelligent and well educated, and
(3.) We condemn any man who county he taught four terms of if elected can be depended upon to
upholds any German
propaganda school in Mcintosh county, Oklaho- guard and promote the interests of
whatsoever, and we pledge ourselves ma, one term in the city school of the taxpayers.
For all your wants. Our stock, regardless of critical conditions, is complete
to not support any candidate unless Eufala, as principal of ward school,
WALTER F. MARTIN
he be one hundred per cent Ameri- then three terms as principal
Walter F. Martin, candidate for
of
in all lines. Our Dress Goods Department is aglow with all the New Styles
can. We are for the United States. Cathay graded school, four
miles Commissioner from the Second DisAdopted as read.
north of Eufaula, in the state of trict, was born and reared in Texas,
and Patterns in Silks, Wool and Cotton and priced within reach of all.
Motion to, appoint advisory com- Oklahoma.
and has lived in New Mexico eleven
mittee to recommend
candidates,
FULL line of .Sweaters, Caps, Cap Sets, Hoods and Gloves for the entire
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Estancia Lumber Co.

lost.

Ticket nominated as above.
W. D. Wasson,
elected county
chairman, Ralph G. Roberson, secretary, and I. S. Jaramillo, interpreter.
RALPH

G.

ROBERSON,

Secretary.

'

SALVADOR

CHAVEZ

Salvador Chavez, the nominee for
Sheriff, was born in Torreón in
1878, has lived in Torreón all his
life, at which place he has properly
conducted a successful business.
He was the unanimous nominee for
the place he seeks by those who were
well acquainted with him.
If elected, he will enforce the law
impartially against all who may
break it.

For Thirty Days

I

DURING MONTH OF OCTOBER
will sell for cash the following goods
50 Suits Men's Underwear at $1.25
200 yards cotton flannel at 27c
Gingham at 22
Outing at 16c. Men's gloves, men's, women's and children's hose, plates, cups and
saucers. See what we have.
--

family.
We have recently received a full line of flannel Shirts, Hosiery, Gloves and
Ündcrwear.

DON T FORGET OUR SATURDAY

SPECIALS

c

HELLUMS
By J. M.

TUTTLE

Estancia Lumber Co.
THE STORE THAT ALWAYS HAS WHAT YOU WANT
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By BERTRAND.W. SINCLAIR

(Copyright:

Little. Brown A Co.)

CHAPTER XIV Continued.
13

"If monry meant that we would be
compelled to lead the sort of exist-

ence most of these people do," he retorted. "I'd take measures to be broke
rs soon as possible."
"You're awful !" Haiel commented.
Bill snorted again.
"Tomorrow, you advise our hostess
that we're traveling." he Instructed.
"When we come back we'll make headquarters at a hotel until we locate a
place of our own If you are sure you
want to winter here."
Her mind was quite made up to
spend the winter there, and she frankly said so provided he had no other
choice. They had to winter somewhere,
"Oh, yes, I suppose so. All right;
we'll winter here," Bill acquiesced.
"That's settled."
And, as was his habit when he had
recome to a similar conclusion, he
fused to talk farther on that subject
New
but fell to speculating Idly on
York. In which he was presently
aided and abetted by Hazel, who had
never Invaded Manhattan, nor, for that
matter, any of the big Atlantic cities.
to
New York, she was constrained
She
admit, rather overwhelmed her. world-known
traversed Broadway and other
arteries, and felt a trifle dubious amid the unceasing crush. Bill
piloted her to famous cafes, and to
equally famous theaters. She made
sundry purchases In magnificent shops.
The huge conglomeration of sights
and sounds made an unforgettable Impression upon her. She sensed keenly
the colossal magnitude of It all. But
she felt a distinct wave of relief when
they were Granville bound once more.
In a week they were settled comfortably In a domicile of tbelr own-f- ive
apartment
rooms In an
house. And since the social demands
on Mrs. William WagstafTs time grew
apace, a capable maid and a cook were
establishment.
added to the Wag-stafThus she was relieved of the onus of
housework. Her time was wholly her
own, at her own disposal or Bill's, as
she elected.
But by Imperceptible degrees they
came to take diverse roads in the swirl
of Ufe which had caught them up.
There were so many little woman affairs where a man was superfluous.
There were others which Bill flatly refused to attend. "Hen parties," he
dubbed them. More and more he remained at home with his books.
Sometimes Hazel caught herself
wondering If they were getting as
much out of the holiday as they should
have gotten, as they had planned to
get when they were struggling through
that interminable winter. She was.
But not Bill. If she ventured to give
a tea. he fled the house as If from the
plague. He made acquaintances of his
own, men from God only knw where,
Individuals who occasionally filled the
dainty apartment with malodorous tobacco fumes, and who would cheerfully sit up all night discoursing earnestly on any subject under the sun.
But so long as BUI found Granville
habitable she did not mind.
She wished fervently that Bill would
take up some business that, would keep

"What'

All

the Clerical Work About?"
She Inquired.

him la touch with civilization. He had
the capital, she considered, and there
was no question of his ability. Her
faith in his power to encompass whatever he set about was strong. Other
men, less gifted, hid acquired wealth,
power, even a measure of fame, from
a less auspicious beginning.
Why not
he?
Rut she could never quite bring herself to put It in so many words to BUI.
The cycle of weeks brought them to
January. They had dropped into something of a routine in their dally Uves.
Bill's Interest and participation In social affairs became negligible. When
he was not absorbed in a book or
magazine, he spent his time In some
naving acquired
downtown haunt,
aaemhership in a club as a concession
to their manner of life. Once be came
nme with flushed face and overbright
yes, rndlntlng an odor of whisky.
Bezel had never see a him drink to exva. She was correspondingly
nocked, sad took so pains to bide her

feelings. But Bill was blandly undis
turbed.
"You don't need to look so horrified." lie drawled. "I'm going straight
to bed, little person. Scold not, nor
fret. William will be himself, again
ere yet the morrow's sun shall clear
the horizon. Let us avoid recrimination. Good night.".
A week or so later he became sudHe
denly and unexpectedly active.
left the house us soon as his breakcome
not
did
eaten,
and
be
was
fast
home to luncheon a circumstance
which Irritated Hazel, since it was one
of those rare days when she herself
lunched at home, Late in the afternoon he telephoned briefly that he
would dine downtown. And when be
did return, at nine or thereabouts In
the evening, he clamped a cigar between his teeth, and fell to work cov
ering sheet of paper with Interminable rows of figures.
"What Is au the clerical work
"Beckoning
about?" she Inquired.
your assets and liabilities?"
Bill smiled and pushed aside toe
paper.
"I'm going to promote a mining com
pany." he told her, quite casually. "It
has been put up to me as a business
proposition and Tve got to the stage
where I have to do something, or Til
sure have the WUIIes."
She overlooked the latter statement;
It conveyed no special significance at
the time. But his first statement
opened up possibilities such as of late
she had sincerely hoped would come
to pass, and she was aU interest.
sue
'Promote a mining company
repeated.
"That sounds extremely
businesslike. How when where?"
"Now here In Granville," he re
plied. "You see," he continued, warming up a bit to the subject, "when I
was prospecting that creek where we
made the clean,
last summer, l
d
quartz lead
ran across a
I packed out a few samples in my
pockets, and I happened to show them
as well as one or two of the nuggets to some of these fellows at the
club a while back, Lorlmer took a
piece of the quartz and had it assayed.
It looms up as something pretty big.
So he and Brooks and a couple of
other fellows want me to go ahead
and organize and locate a group of
Twenty or thirty
claims in there.
thousand dollars capital might make
'em all rich. Of course, the placer
end of It will be the big thing while
the lode is being developed. Getting
the start is easy. These fellows I've
talked to are dead anxious to get in."
'But" her knowledge of business
methods suggested a dlflteulty "you
can't sell stock In a business that has
yet. Don't you
no real foundation
have to locate those claims first?"
"Wise old head ; yon have the idea,
all right." He smiled. "But this is
g
I
proposition.
not a
wouldn't be In on it tf it were, believe
me. It's to be a corporation, where
not to exceed six men will own all the
stock that's Issued. And so far as
the claims are concerned, I've got
Whltey Lewis located In Fort George,
and I've been burning the wires and
spending a bundle of real money getting him grub-stakeHe has got four
men besides himself all ready to hit
the trail as soon as I give the word."
"You won't have to go?" she put in
quickly.
"No," ho murmured. "It lsn t necessary, at this particular stage of the
game. Bt'.t I wouldn't mind popping
a whip over a good string of dogs.
Just the same."
she shivered involuntarily. "Four hundred miles across that
deep suow. through that steady, flesh-seariCAid.
I don't envy them the
Journey.
She came over and stood by him,
playfully rumpling his brown hair with
her fingers.
"I'm glad you've found something
energy of yours
to loose that pent-u- p
on, Billy-boyshe said. "You'll make
a success of it, I know. I don t see
why you shouldn't make a success of
any kind of business.
But I didn't
thiuk you'd ever tackle business. You
have such peculiar views about business and business practice."
"I despise the ordinary business
"But 1
ethic," he returned sharply.
can exploit the resources of nature.
And that is my plan. If we make
money it won't be niched by a complex process from the other fellow's
pockets ; It won't be wealth created by
shearing lambs In the market, by
sweatshop labor, or adulterated food,
or exorbltunt rental of filthy dealing
with. I'm not overly anxious to get
Into It with them. But It promises
action of some sort and I have to
do something till spring."
In the spring! That brief phrase
With
set Hazel to sober thinking.
Aprtl or May Bill would spread bis
wings for the North. There would be
no more staying him than the flight
of the wild goose to the reedy nesting
grounds could be stayed. Well, a sum
mer In the North would not be so bad,
sbe reflected. But she hated to think
It grieved her to
of the Isolation.
contemplate exchanging her beautifully furnished apartment for a log cabin
In the woods.
Still she bad hopes. If be plunged
into business associations with iim

r

mle Brooks and Paul Lorlmer and others of that group, there was no telling
what might happen. His interests

might become permanently identified
with Granville.
BUI Informed her from time to time
as to the progress of bis venture. The
company was duly Incorporated, with
an authorized capital of one hundred
thousand dollars, Ave thousand dollars'
worth of stock being taken out by each
on a cash basis the remaining seventy-five
thousand lying in the company treasury, to be held or sold for
development purposes as the five saw
fit when work began to show what
the claims were capable of producing.
In early March came a telegram
from Whltey Lewis saying that be
bad staked the claims, both placer and
lode; that he was bound out by the
Telegraph Trail to file at Hazel ton.
BUI showed her the message
wired
from Station Six.
"I wish I could have been in on It
that was some trip," he said and
there was a trace of discontent in his
tone. "I don't fancy somebody else
pawing my chestnuts out of the coals
for me. It was sure a man's Job to
eross the Kmppaa in the dead of win-

ter."
The filing completed, there was ample work In the way of getting ont
and whlpsawtng timber to keep the
five men busy till spring the five who
were on the ground. Lewis sent word
that thirty feet of snow lay in the
branch,
And that was
the last they heard1 from him. He
was a performer, Bill said, not a correspondent
So In Granville the affairs of the
Free Gold Mining company remained
at a standstill until the spring floods
should peel off the winter blanket of
the North.
Ultimately, spring overspread the
And when the
eastern provinces.
snows of winter successively gave way
to muddy Btreets and then to clean
pavements In the city of Granville, a
new gilt sign was lettered across the
windows of the brokerage office In
which Paul Lorlmer was boused.
g

FREE OOI.D MININO COMPANY
s,
H. lorlmer, P. J. L. Brooks,
William WagBtaft, Manager.
So It ran. Bill was commissioned
In the army of business at last
.

CHAPTER

XV;

A Business Journey.
"I have to ao to the Klappan," Bill
apprised his wife one evening. "Want
to come- - along?"

Hazel hesitated. Her first instino-ttve feeUng was one of reluctance to
trail, nut
retrace the
neither did she wish to be separated
nerve-tryin- g

from him.

'I see you don't"' he observed dry
ly. "Well, I can't say that I blame
yon. It's a stiff trip."
"I'm sorry I can't feel any enthusi
asm for such a Journey," she remarked
candidly.
"I could go a far as tne
coast with you, and meet you there
when you. come out How laze do you
expect to be In there?"
"I don't know exactly." he replied.
"I'm not going 1 from the coast,
though. I'm taking the Ashcroft-For- t
George TraU. I have to take in a pack
train and more men and get work
started on a decent scale."
"But you won't have to stay there
all summer and oversee the work, will
you?" she inquired anxiously.
"I should," he said.
For a seeond or two he drummed
on the table top.
"But is there any real necessity for
you to stay on the ground?" She pur"I
sued her own Une of thought.
should think an undertaking of this
size would Justify hiring an expert to
take charge of the actual mining operations. Won't you have this end of It
'
to look after?"
"Lorimer and Brooks are eminently
dignity
and
upholding
the
capable of
Importance of that siga they've got
smeared across the windows downtown," he observed curtly. "The chief
labor of the office they've set up will
be to divide the proceeds. The work
will be done and the money made In
the Klappan liuuge. You sube that,
don't you?"
"I'm not stupid," she pouted.
"I'm going tomorrow," he said. "I
think, on the whole. It'll be Just as
well if you don't go. Stay here and
I'll transfer some
enjoy yourself.
more money to your account. I think
I'll drop down to the club."
She followed him out Into the ball,
aud, as he wriggled Into bis coat, she
hud an Impulse to throw her arms
around bis neck and declare, in all
sincerity, that she would go to the
Klappan or to the north pole or any
place on earth with him, if he wanted
her. But by some peculiar feminine
reasoning she reflected in the same instant that if BUI were away from her
In a few weeks he would be all the
more glad to get back. That closed
her mouth. It was not wise to be too
meek or obedient where a husband
was concerned. That was another mite
of wisdom she had garnered from the
wives of her circle.
at the
So she kissed Bill good-b- y
station next day with perfect good humor and no parting emotion o an.?

when he's lunched comfortably
at
home."
"I'm quite In the dark," Hazel confessed. "BUI seemed a trifle put out
about something. He didn't say what
It was about"
"ShaU I explain ?' Mr. Brooks suggested. "You'd understand and yon
might be able to help. I don't as a role
believe In bringing business into the
home, but this bothers me. I hate to
see a good thing go wrong."
by all means," Hazel
"Explain,
promptly replied. "If I can help, I'll
be glad to."
"Thank you." Mr. Brooks polished
his glasses Industriously for a second
were
particular keenness. And if he
and replaced them with painstaking
a trifle sober he showed no sign of exactitude. "Now ah this Is the sitresentment, nor uttered any futile uation:
When the company was
wishes that she conld accompany him. formed, five of us. Including your bus-ban"So long," he said from the car
took np enough stock to finance
steps. "I'll keep in touch ell I can." the preliminary work of the undertakigone.
ng. The remaining stock, seventy-fiv- e
Then he was
Somehow, bis absence made less dif- thousand dollars in amount, was left
ference than Hazel had anticipated.
In the treasury, to be held or put on
She had secretly expected to be very the market as the situation warranted.
lonely at first And she was not. Even With the first clean-up- ,
BUI forwardwhen in her hand she held a telegram ed facts and figures to show that we
a
or
hundred
five
point
a
beyond
at
property
our greatdated
far
had a
thousand miles or double that distance est expectations.
And, of course, we
away she did not experience the feel- saw at once that the thing was ridicuing of complete bodily absence. She lously undereapltallzedi
always felt as If he were near. Only
"S we held a meeting and authorat night when there was no long arm ized the secretary to sell stock. Natkiss urally, your husband wasn't cognizant
to pillow her head, no good-nigas sbe dozed into slumber, she missed of this move, for the simple reason
him, realized that he was far away. that there was no way of reaching
Early In June came a brief wire blm and his interests were thoroughfrom Station Six. Three weeks Inter ly protected; anyway. The stock was
the Free Gold Mining company set
up a mild ripple of excitement along
Broad street by exhibiting in their
heap of
office window a torty-poun- d
coarse gold ; raw, yellow gold, Just as
It had come from the sluice. Every
day knots of men stood gazing at the
treasure. Bill had forwarded the first
clean-u-

And close on the heels of this ten
days later, to be exact he came home.
"Xoa great bear," Hazel laughed, In
the shelter of his encircling arms.
"My, It's good to see you again."
She pushed herself back a little and
surveyed him admiringly, with a gratiThe
fied sense of proprietorship.
cheeks of him were tanned to a healthy
brown, his eyes clear and shining. The
offending flesh had fallen away on the
strenuous paths of the Klappan. He
radiated boundless vitality, strength,
of
alertness, that perfect
mind and body that is bred of faring
resourcefully along rude ways. She
thrilled at the touch of his hand, was
content to lay her head on his shoulder and forget everything In the Joy
of his physical nearness.
They elected to spend the evening
quietly at home, as they used to do.
To Basel it seemed quite like old
times. BUI told her of the Klappan
country, and their prospects at the
mine.

"It's going to be a mighty big thing,"
he declared.
"I'm so glad," said Hazel.
TVe'v? got a group of ten claims.
Whltey Lewis and the original stakers
bold an Interest in their claims. I,
acting as agent for these other fellows la the company, staked five more.
I took In eight more men and, believe me, things were humming when
I left. And, say, I went in by the
ranch. Old Jake has a fine garden.
He's still pegging away with the mule
'und Gretchen, der cow.' I offered him
a chance to make a fat little stake at
the mine, but he didn't want to leave
the ranch. Great old feller, Jake.
Something of a philosopher In his way.
Pretty wise old head. He'll make,
good, all right"
In the morning. Bill ate his breakfast and started downtown,
"That's the dickens of being a business man," he complained to Hazel,
In the hallway. "It rides a man, once
It gets hold of blm. Adios, little person. I'll get out for lunch, business
or no business."
Eleven-thirtbrought blm home,
And he
preoccupied and frowning.
carried his frown and his preoccupation to the table.
"Whatever Is the matter! Bill?" Hazel anxiously inquired.
"Oh, I've got a nasty hunch that
there's a nigger in the woodpile," he
replied.
And that was all he vouchsafed.
He finished his luncheon and left the
house. He was scarcely out of sight
when Jlmmle Brooks' runabout drew
up at the curb. A half minute later
be was ushered Into the living room.
"Bill In?" was his first query.
"No, he left Just a few minutes
ago," Hazel told him.
neatMr. Brooks, a short, heavy-se- t,
ly dressed gentleman, whose rather
weak blue eyes loomed preternaturally
large and protuberant behind pince- nez that straddled an Insignificant snub
nose, took off his glasses and twiddled
fingers.
them in his white, well-ke"Ah, too bad!" he murmured.
"Thought I'd catch him.
"By the way," he continued, after
a pause, "you ah well, frankly, I
have reuson to believe that you have
a good deal of Influence with your bus- ban". In business matters, Mrs. Wag-staff."Well, I don't know; perhaps I
have. Why?"
"Well ah you see," he began rather lamely. "The fact Is I hope you'U
regard this as strictly confidential. Mrs.
Wagstaff.
I wouldn't want Bill to
think I, or any of us, was trying to
pressure
on him. But the fact
bring
is, Bill's got a mistaken impression
about the way we're conducting the
financial end of this mining proposiYou understand? Very able
tion.
man, your husband, but headstrong as
the deuce. I'm afraid to speak frankly he'll create a lot of unpleasantness. Might disrupt the company, in
fact, If he sticks to the position he
took this morning. Thought I'd run In
and talk It over with blm. Fellow's
generally in a good humor, yon know,
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Cattle.

Fat steers, graaaera, choice .$14, 00O15.0I
to prima
Fat steers, graasers, good
00913.60
to cholea
Fat tuero, graaaera, fair to
ooeu.eo

good
Heifere, prime
Cowa, fat, good to choice.,
Cowa, fair to good
Cowa, medium to fair
Cowa. canners
Bulla
Veal calvea
Feeders, good to choice....
Feeders, fair to good
Stockers, good to choice..,
titockers. fair to good
Stocked medium to fair..

1-

io. as
9.50
8.50
7.76

; so

s. 50
50
50
6
8'

00(8 6.50
7.0
00

0001200

1' 0011.25
9.50
75
J,

50
SOW

9.50
8.60

000 7.75

He.
....

Lamb., fat
Ewe,
Ewes, ' canners",
.
WetherS .

...HOO15.0
9.25

8.50

.5'2S,I
13.00

'I

S?

11.00012.0

.,.

w.

$18.00 19.1
hogs
Uay and uralu
O. B. Denver, Carload Price, )
Har.
Buying Prices.
Colorado, upland, per ton. .$23.00,
Nebraska upland, per ton.
Prairie hay, Colorado and
20.00
Nebraska, per ton
23.00
Timothy, per ton
20.00
Alfalfa, per ton
23.00
South Park, per loa
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 23.00
6.00
Straw, per ton...'
tírala,
Oats, Nebraska, loo lbs., buying...
Colorado oats, bulk, buying.
Corn- chop, sack, selling..........
Corn in sack, selling
Glútea feed. Backed, selling.
Bran, Golo., per 100 lbs., selling...
Floor.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked,
subject to discount
Hungarian. 48 lbs., sacked, subject to discount
Dressed Poultry.
on,
live poultry
The following prices
are net F. o. B. Denver:
32
Turkeys, fancy d. p.. . . ......30
25
Turkeys, old toms
., .......2420 02227
Turkeys, choice
Hens, lb
25
Ducks, young. ................. .22
.
Geese .................
..25 027
1
Koostera .....
....15
Live Poultry.
10
Roosters, lb
23
Turkeys. 10 lbs. or over
124
22
Hens
22
Ducks, young ..................
27
Ducklings, lb. ....................
20
Geese
27
...
Springs
Broilers. IV to 2 lbs........
Eggs.
Eggs, craried No. 1, net.
P4T
F. O. B. Denver
...4
2,
net,
Eggs, graded No.
(9
O, B. Denver--- ,

Ced

(F.

......
......

...........

"Very Able Man, Your Husband,
Headstrong as the Deuce."

But

listed on Change. A good bit was disWe now have a
posed of privately.
large fund in the treasury. It's a
cinch. We've got the property, and
It's rich enough to pay dividends on
a million. The decision of the stock
holders is unanimously for enlarge
ment of the capital stock. You under
stand? Yon follow me?"
"Certainly," Hazel answered,
"But
what Is the difficulty, BUI?"
plan.
"Bill Is opposed to the whole
he said, pursing up his Hps with evident disapproval of Bill Wagstnff and
all his works. "He seems to feel that
we should not have taken this step.
He declares that no more stock must
be sold ; that there must be no enlarge
ment of capital. In faot, that we
must peg along In the little one-horway we started. And' that would be
a shame. We could make the Free
Gold
Mining company the biggest
thing on the map, and put ourselves
on Easy street."
He spread his hands In a gesture of
real regret
"Bill's a fine fellow," he said, "and
one of my best friends. But he's a
He
hrd man to do business with. mattakes a very peculiar view of the
ter. I'm afraid he'll queer the com-pau- y
If he stirs up trouble over this.
That's why I hope you'll use whatever
Influence you have, to induce him to
withdraw his opposition."
"But" Hazel murmured. In some per
plexity, "from what little I know of
corporations, I don't see how he can set
up any difficulty. How can he stop
you from taking any line of action
whatever?"
"Oh, not that at all," Brooks hastily
"Of course, we can outvote
assured.
him, and put it through. But we want
him with us, dont you see? We've a
high opinion of his ability. He's the
sort of man who gets results; practical, you know ; knows mining to a T.
Only he shies at our financial method.
And If he began any foolish litigation,
or silly rumors got started about
trouble among the company officers. It's
bouad to hurt the stock. It's all right
I assure you. We're not foisting a
wildcat on the market. We've got the
goods. BUI admits that. It's the regular method, not only legitimate, but
good finance. Every dollar's worth of
stock sold has the value behind It
Distributes the risk a little more, that's
all, and gives the company a fund to
operate successfully.
"If Bill mentions It, you might suggest that he look into the matter a
little more fully before he takes any
definite action," Brooks concluded, rising. "I must get down to the office.
It's his own interests I'm thinking of,
as much as my own. Of course, he
couldn't block a reorganization but
we want to satisfy him lr every particular, and, at the same time, carry
out these plans. It's a big thing for all
of lis. A big thing, I assure yon."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

First Use of Oars.
The Idea of propelling ships Independently of the wind first led to the
use of oars. The discovery of land vehicles and the means of propulsion of land vehicles soon led to attempts to utilize It on behalf of vessels. It Is claimed that the first attempt at this propulsion was made
by Blasco de Uaray, at Barcelona, la
H81

Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade,
Creameries, 2d grade, lb..
Process
Packing stock
Fruit.
Apples. Colorado, box
reacnes, oox
Pears, Uartiett, box
Pears, aooking
Vegetables.
Beans, navy, cwt
Beans, Pinto, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
Beans, green, lb
Beans, wax, lb
Beets, Colo., dos. .bunches
Beets, new, cwt
Corn, sweet, doz
Cabbage, new, Colo,
Carrots, cwt
Carrots, Col., dz. bunches
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, homegrown, doz.
Celery. Pascal
Cucumbers, outdoors, dz;
Cucumbers, hothouse, dz.
liettuce, head, Colo,, doz.
Lettuce, curly, doz
Onions, table, doz
Onions, cwt
Parsley, doz
Potatoes, new, cwt
Radishes, long, hothouse
Radishes, round
Spinach, lb
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
Turnip, cwt
Turnips, Col., dz. bunches

0

58
50
40

.10
.10
.25
.20
1L50

12.00
8.50
.18
.12

.12
.10
.2.60
.30
1.75
4.00
.35
.08
.41
.75

.30
.06
.30
.60
.50
.65
.76
.40
.25 0 .35
.80
.26
2.26 0 2.60

.0
.0
.15

2.T5
2.25
.30 0 .85
.15 0 .25
.08
.07
.01
.04
1.00
.26
.3

HIDES AND PELTS,
Dry Flint Hides.
Butcher, 16 IbR. and up
30o
Butcher, under It lbs. .............aid
goo
Fallen, all weights
Bulls and Stags
17c
Culls
15u
Dry salted hides, 6c per lb. less
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts
45o
Short wool pelts
40o
Butcher shearlinirs
íj
K.tc,
Salted
Hides,
Urren
Cured unbranded, 26 lbs. and up.
No. 1

17q

Cured unbranded, 25 lbs. and up.
No. 2
lío
Note: Butt branded hides shall be
classed as No. 2.
Cured sldebranded, 25 lbs, and up.
No. 1
lio
Cured sldebranded, 25 lba. and up.
No 2
140
Bulls, No. 1
joe
Bulls, No. 2
J,.
GlueB, hides and skins.......
lOo
Kip. No. 1
iso
Kip, No. 2.
ij0
Calf, No. 1
28c
Calf, No. 2
Se
Branded kip and calf. No. 1
i5Q
Branded kip and calf, No. 2
13
Part cured hides, lc per lb. less than
oured.
Ureen hides. 2o per lb. less than
cured.
No. 1
$5.0006.00
No. 2
4.0005.00
Headless, 50c less,
poales and glue
$2.003.00
MIS11i:LI.AMs.iu- - M AltKKTS
Metal Market Prices.
Bar silver
t 26Í26
101
Copper
Lead
g.06
Spelter
j.ojv.
Tungsten concentrates, units.. 25.00
Kansas City Produce.
Kansas City, Mo. Butter Creamery.
57c; firsts. 55c; seconds, 64o; packing,
40c.
Eggs Firsts. 45c; seconds, " 40c
Poultry
Hens 18021c; roosters,
18Vc; broilers, 27c.
Duluth.

a. 92 Vi.

Minn.

Flax.
Linseed

1.91

H O

Calen so Un Stock Quotattaas.
Chicago. Hogs
Butchers, $19.000
light,
$18.76019.16;
packing,
$18.10018.75; rough. $17.50018.00: pigs,
good to choice, $17.00018.00.
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice and
prime, $15.75019.60; common and medium, $10.00 0 15.76; butcher stock, cows
and heifers, $7.613.75: cows and cutters. $6.2507.60; Blockers and feeders.
frood choice and fancy, $10.76013 76:
c,ommn and medium,
10.76: veal calves, good and $7.750
cnoice,
$18.00018.75.
i?í!tP7ÍSmb",J.cnolce
and prime.
medium and arood lia 7S
16.75; culls $S.noii!.00;
choice
and prime. $10.25010.76;
19.40;

good.

$9.00

0 10.25:

ouUa.

'ttTailVV1"0

s

ESTANCIA

WOMAN WORKS

C

15 HOURS A DAY
Marvelous Story of Woman'
Change from Weakness
to Strength by Taking
Druggist's Advice.

An Amcrk'un wmnun who is a T. M.
A. worker In London vouches for

r

jkua

WTO
x9r'l

Cuticura Soap

For the Hands!

Your Own Way.

NEWdotenTIRES
40 LESS
makes to elect f mm ocb as

Many have an idea thnt It would be
pleasant always to have their own
way. It Is sometimes plensunt but
It if
the results are not gratifying;
the road that leads to temptation nm,

A

DOODR1CH
FIKK8TONK
MILLER
Htie
Gray
Plain
Ked
1x8
110 76
260
&G0
HOO
16.00
8.50
iHb
Kill
Kixtii
10.00
S 76
18.76
2 90
81 J
21.36
K.70
36.00
4.80
21
ftízl

'6.WJ
3680

7.S6

8.75
8.96
1.00
fl.10
C O.

4.96
6.00
6.10

bondage

KM
8h 00
44.60
Wis
7J
A.) hi tea
Bhlpped
D.
CI.KAKINU BOllSK KDBBRR CO.
17 18th Btreet
Deliver. Colo.
Mx4

1TÍ.S6

W. N. U., DENVER.

of sin.

Her Status.
"She Is a mere butterfly of society,
I
"Well, not exactly.
isn't she?"
should rather call her a butter-In.- "

NO.

BACKACHE, KIDNEY
AND BLADDER TROUBLES

GOOD-BY-

E

Fnr eentnrfes nil over the world box of Imported GOLD MEDAL HaarGuI.I) MKDAL Hiinrlom Oil has af- lem Oil Capsules. They are pleasant
forded relief in thousands upon
and easy to take. Each capsule conof rasps nf lame back, lumbago, tains about one dose of five drops.
si'iiillca, rheumatism, gallstones, grav- Take them just like you would any
el and nil other affections of the kid- pill. Take a small swallow of water
thou-snntl- .s

neys, liver, stomach, bladder nnd allied organs. It ai ts quickly. It does
the work. It cleanses your kidneys
and purities the blood. It makes a
new man, n new woman, of you. It
frequently wards off attacks of the
dread and fatal diseases of the kidneys. It often completely cures the
distressing diseases of the organs nf
the body nllled with the bladder and
kidneys. Bloody or cloudy urine, sediment, or "hrickdust" Indicate an unhealthy condition.
Do not delay n
aches or you are
nr have difficulty
to yoct druggist

minute If your back
sore across the loins
when urinating. Go
at once and get a

if you want to. They dissolve In the
stomach, and the kidneys soak up the
oil like a sponge does water. They
thoroughly cleanse and wash out the
bladder and kidneys and throw off the
Inflammation which Is the cause of
the trouble. They will quickly relieve
those stiffened joints, thnt backache,
lumbago, sciatica, gallrheumatism,
stones, gravel, "briokflust," etc. They
are an effective remedy for all diseases of the bladder, kidney, liver,
Your
stomach and allied organs.
druggist will cheerfully refund your
money If yon are not satisfied after a
few days' use. Accept only the pure,
original GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. None other genuine. Adv.

As Age Advances the Liver Requires
occasional alight stimulation

Small Pill, Small
Dose, Small
Price But

Jffi
jpN

SEtf

JCARTERS

jfr

N

CARTER'S

LITTLE LIVER PILLS
correct

CONSTIPATION
sisnstiirs

Colorless or Pale Faces

WILSON SAYS FOE

the following story r
MUST PAY PRICE;
A newly nrrlvecl Amerinin sailor
met n flrst-ilrnfriend ut the Eugle
NO COMPROMISE
lint In the Strand.
"Hello. Jiikel" mid the former, "t
suppose now thnt you're living in London, you're meeting quito u lot of titled Tells Aims of U. S. in Liberty
Indies?"
Loan Address
at
"Huh!" replied .Tiike ; "you don't
meet them Hurl why, they wult at
New York.

Pera, Ind. "I suffered from a displacement with backache and dragging
down pains so
Vnl...
I badly that at times
juanea viic JouuuiCBB 1unupj lU.i'.
ivcu
niai. O.J
I couid Dot be on Cross Da Blue. Makei beautiful, citar
my feet and it did nuiio uiuiiie. ah goou grocers auv.
not seem as though
Happy Thought.
grl could stand it I
""trinrl H iff Aran
Tin nmiinircr nf the prison banelmU
without
),medicines
bidding
tnun
farewell to his Htnr
wiih
vi
any Dencnt ana
who luid Just finished serving
.several doctors npitcher,
sentence nf five yeura.
told me nothing;
"The tenm's troliig to be badly cripbut an operation
would do me any pled without you."
good. My druj- "Miiybe st," tuiHuered the prent
gist told me of
sliih urilst. who wan also a
Lydia E. Pink- - inodext num. "Hut I don't nee how I
ham'n VecrptAhlA enn
stay any longer. The authorities,
jfom
'' Comnonnd. I toot
t
V A
ft witn th result you know "
V
"Of course, not now. But after
that I am now well
( V N
and strong. I get you've seen nil your friends on the outop in the morning at four o'clock, do my side and had your tlinjr, why not eriick
housework, then go to a factory and work a crib r son. Hi. in;; and eonie back to
all day, come home and get supper and us?" Biriuliiirhtini
feel good. I don't know how many of
my friends I have told what Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
done for me. "Mrs. ANNA METERIANO, by local applications as they cannot reach
86 West 10th St, Peru, Ind.
the diseased portion of the ear. There Is
to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
Women who suffer from any such ail- only one way
and that Is by a constitutional remedy.
this
famous
try
should
not fail to
ments
MEDICINE acts
CATARRH
HALL'S
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's through th Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
System.
Catarrhal Deafness is
of th
Vegetable Compound.
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining; of the Eustachian Tube.
Wntion K. Tolero an, WMh-r- When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
B1TFUT0I
I Xlnton IJ Bookifrae UlyLv rumbling
I PIN
or imperfect hearing, and
I ftssll I W st reference. Beat resalte. when It issound
entirely closed, Deafness is the
result. Unless the Inflammation can be rs
duced and this, tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing may be destroyed
Many cases of Deafness are
forever.
caused by Catarrh, which is an inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
IS IDEAL
for any
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
CATARRH
be
cured by HALL'S
MEDICINE.
All Druggists 7Bc. Circulars free.
Soap Sc.. Ointment 25 A GOo., Talcum 26c. Sample
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
enen marled free r y '('aturara. Dept. E, Bortón.

t

NEWS-HERAL-

No Special Standing.

"SSbTmlT

a condition which will be greatly helped by Carter 8 Iron flllS
Brought Ingenuity to Bear.
There is surely one ingenious farmin Massurhusetts.
In order to
reach the market places and dispose
of his produce, he was compelled to
cross a stream that was without a
bridge.
So lie built a flat wagon,
smuewhuf on the plan of a flout on
wheels, and trained a mule to draw
it. In crossing the stream the farmer
Keeps his seat in the vehicle. When
the mule gets beyond its depth it
swims, pulling the wagon along with-ou- t
difficulty.

Born Advertiser.
The other day u tishnionger went
through the streets of n small New
England town blowing a horn nnd between blasts yelling, "Snip and scrod !"
"Seup and scrod" two
kinds of fish In Hint country.
A woman came to a door and said:
"tilnime some scup."
"Haven't got any scup," said the
fishmonger.
"Well, then." said the woman, "what
are you yelling 'scup' for If you
haven't got any 'scup?' M
"Well," replied the fishmonger, "1
Important to Mothers
didn't want you to forget scup when
Examine carefully every bottle of 1 got scup!" Printer's Ink.
CA STOMA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that it
Inexorable Law.
Bears the
The law of reaping as we sow rum
Signature of
through the universe. The man wb(
sows pennies will reap a penny crop
Jn use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcber'8 Castoria The man who sows dollars will reaf
dollars.
That Ocean Voyage.
No Value.
Henry riity Smith feels the same
way ahmit that ocean voyage as a lot
"Never take a girl's own estimate ot
suppose
herself." "I
it Is rather a
of Ihc rest of ns.
"When ills wnh Is ovnh," he says,
"you'll never see me goto' hack
across dat ocean. Ahin not goiu' hack
England is opening schools for facto de I'nited States dat way. Ahm tory workers.
going to ret u rn by de w ay of New Ormikllj
Philippine Islands have
leans." I'aris Stars and Strliies.
tioplml climate.
Its Sort.
"Would yon call a meter's slHte light
When Vour Eves Need Care
reading?"
Try Murine Eve Remedy
volcome
It
in
"Certainly; doesn't
rJtnartlnji
Just Bye Comfort. 60 eenU ft
ruRtilm or matL Writ for Kr Bj Book.
umes of gas?"
BKMKUI CO.CUICAU'
itUfUNE

er

If!

"HUNS WITHOUT HONOR,"
"DO NOT INTEND JUSTICE"
Executive Declarea League of Nations
Must Be Formed at Peace Table
Which Will Make Certain That
Agreement
of Peace Will Be Fulfilled Aeaerta We Cannot Come to
Terma for the Enemy Has Made It
Impossible.
New York, Sept. 80.

The price of

peace will be Impartial Justice to all
nations,
the Instrumentality Indispensable to secure it Is a league of
nations formed, not before or after,
but at the peace conference, and Germany, as a member, "will have to
her character not by what happens at the peace table but by what

fellows."
This was President Wilson's answer,
(riven Friday night before an audience
oi fourth Liberty loan workers here,
to the recent peace talk from the central powers.

The President's- Address.
The president spoke in part as follows :
"My Fellow Citizens: I am not
here to promote the loan. That will
be done ably and enthusiastically
done by the hundreds of thousands
of loyal and tireless men and women
who have undertaken to present It to
vou and to our fellow cltlxens throughout the country, and I have not the
least doubt of their complete success,
for I know their spirit and the spirit
of the country.
"No man or woman who has really
taken In what this war means can, hesitate to give to the very limit of what
they have.
"And It Is my mission here to try
o make clear once more what the
war really means. Tou will need no
other stimulation.
"We accepted the Issues of the war
as facts, not as any group of men
either here or elsewhere had defined
them, and we can accept no outcome
which does not squarely meet and settle them.
The War's Issues.
"Those Issues are these:
"Shall the military power of any nation or group of nations be suffered
to determine the fortunes of peoples
over whom they have no right to
rule except the right of force?
"Shall strong nations be free to
wrong weak nations and make them
fcubject to their purpose and Interest?
"Shall people be ruled and dominated, even In their own Internal affairs, by arbitrary and Irresponsible
force, or by their own will and choice?
"Shall there be a common standard of right and privilege for all peoples and nations or shall the strong
do as they, will and the weak suffer
without redress?
"Shall the assertion of right be haphazard and by casual alliance or shall
There be a common concert to oblige
the observance of common rights?
"No man, no group of men, chose
these to be the Issues of the struggle. They are the Issues of It, and
they nenst be settled by no arrange-me- n
or compromise or adjustment of
Interests, hut definitely and once for
nil and with a full and unequivocal
acceptance of the principle that the
Interest of the weakest Is as sacred
as the Interest of the strongest
"This Is what we mean when we
speak of a permanent peace, if we
speak sincerely.
Intelligently,
and
with a real knowledge and comprehension of the matter we deal with.
"We are all agreed that there can be
no peace obtained by any kind of bargain or compromise with the governments of the central empires, because
we have dealt with them already and
have seen them deal with other governments that were party to this struggle,
at Brest I.I tovsk and Bucharest.
"They have convinced us that they
are without honor nnd do not Intend
Justice. They observe no covenants,
accept no principle but force and their
own interests.
"We cannot 'come to terms' with
them. They have made it Impossible.
"The German people must by this
time be fully aware that we cannot accept the word of those who forced this
war upon ns. We do not think the
same thoughts or speak the same language of agreement.
"It Is of capital importance that we
should be explicitly agreed that no
peace shall be obtained by any kind of
compromise or abatement of the principles we have avowed as the principles fnr which we are fighting. There
should exist no doubt about that. I
am, therefore, going to take the liber

ty of speaking with the utmost frankness about the practical Implications
that are Involved In It.
Foe Must Pay Price.
"If It be In deed and In truth the
common object of the governments associated against Germany and of the
nations whom they govern, 8B I believe
it to be, to achieve by the coming settlements a secure and lasting peace it
will be necessary that all who sit down
at the peace table shall come ready
and willing to pay the price, the only
price that will procure it; and ready
and willing also to create In some
virile fashion the only Instrumentality
by which It can be made certain that
the agreements of the peace will be
honored and fulfilled.
"That price Is Impartial Justice in
every item of settlement, no matter
whose Interest is crossed ; not only impartial Justice, but also the satisfaction of the several peoples whose fortunes are denlt with. That indispensable instrumentality is a league of
nations formed under covenants that
will be efficacious.
"Without such Instrumentality, by
which the peace of the world can be
guaranteed, peace will rest In part
upon the word of outlaws nnd only
upon that word. For Germany will
have to redeem her character, not only
by what happens at the peace table
but what follows.
"And, as I see It, the constitution of
that league of nations and the clear
definition of its objects must be n part.
Is in a sense the most essential part,
of the peace settlement Itself. It cannot be formed now. If formed now, It
would be merely a new alliance confined to the nations associated against
a common enemy. It is not likely thnt
It could be formed after that settlement.
"It Is necessary to guarantee the
peace, and the peace cannot be guarThe reaanteed as an afterthought.
son, to speak in plain terms again,
why it must be guaranteed, is that
there will be parties to the peace
whose promises have proved untrustworthy,
and means must be found In
connection with the peace settlement
Itself to remove that source of inse-

curity.
"It would be folly to leave the guarantee to the subsequent voluntary ac-

tion of the government we have seen
destroy Russia and deceive Boumanla.
Particulars of Terms.
"These, then, are some of the particulars, and I state them with the
greater confidence because I can stale
them authoritatively as representing
this government's Interpretation of Its
own duly with regard to peace:
justice
Impartial
"FIRST The
meted out must Involve no discrimination between those to whom we wish to
be just and those to whom we do not
wish to be Just. It must be a Justice
that plays no favorites and knows no
standard but the equal rights of the
several peoples.
"SECOND No special or separate
Interest of any single nation or any
group of nations can be made the
basis of any part of the settlement
which is not consistent with the common Interest of all.
"THIRD There can be no leagues
or alliances or special covenants and
understandings within the general and
common family of the league of na-

tions.

And more specifically,
"FOURTH
there can be no special, selfish, economic combinations within the league
and no employment of any force of
economic boycott for exclusion except
as the power of economic penalty by
exclusion from the markets of the
world may be vested In the league of
nations itself as a means of discipline
and control.
agree-inen"FIFTH All International
and treaties of every kind must
be made known In their entirety to
the rest of the world.
and economic
"Special
alllnnces
rivalries and hostilities have been
In
the modern
sources
the prolific
world of the plans and passions that
produce war. It would be an insincere ns well ns Insecure pence that
did not exclude them in definite and
binding terms.
"Plain workaday people have demanded almost every time they came together, and are Rtill demanding, that
the leaders of their governments declare to them plainly what It is exactly what It Is that they were seeking In this war and what they think
the Items of the final settlement
should be.
"They are not yet satisfied with
what they have been told. They still
seem to fear that they are getting what
they ask for only in statesmen's terms
only in the terms of territorial arrangements nnd the divisions of power and not in terms of broad vision.
Justice nnd mercy and peace and the
longsatisfaction of those deep-seate- d
ings of oppressed nnd distracted men
and women and enslaved peoples that
seem to them the only things worth
fighting a war for that engulfs the
world.
Believes Allies' Alma Same.
"Germany Is constantly Intimating
the 'terms' she will accept; and always finds that the world does not
want terms. It wishes the final triumph of justice and fair dealing."
--

Few Street Organs In London.
It Is quite seldom that a street organ is seenaor heard In London nowadays, and the very few about are not
ground and trundled by an Italian or
his wife. The Italians have left their
organs and gone to fight their coun- try'a battlea; their women folk trun
dled and ground the family organ In
London streets nntll air raids decided
them to start on country roads. In
(consequeace the provinces have had.
ttna are likeiy una summer again to
have, mora "music" than they ever bar

"ynyw-wy-B-.ii

gained for. It's an 111 wind that blowa
nobody any good ; at any rate, the
children will be of that opinion, bnt
It ia to be hoped that the little girls
of Soho will not forget how to dance.
Christian Science Monitor.
Popular Songa Greet Yanks In France.
American troops now arriving In
France are being greeted with "Hall I
Hall! the Gang's All Here!" from
French children who have been taught
tills song by some of the first Americans to arrive overa eafc

PERUNA
a
Made Me

Well Man

Mr. Louis Young:, 205 Suffered thirty
Merrimac St, Rochester, N.
years with
Y writes:
"I suffered for' thirty yeara stomach
With chronic bowel rDble, stem-mt- h
troable and ateaaorrhage of trouble and
laeWebowvla.
bought a bottle of Peruna
and I took It faithfully, and 1 hemorrhages of the bowels,
trr better.
heftnn
My wife persuaded me to continue, and I took It for some
time as directed. Now I ass a
well sua."

Uqatd or Tablet Form

Smoke in Dark.
And Then He Wasn't Pleased.
After Thomas Soar, Ksq., hod been a
"Yes," he said, "I drew a full house
member of the city council for several the first time in action two eyes and
years he thought that at the earliest a nose high explosive. I may not be
opportunity be would endeavor to get so bad, tlioui:h. There's one eye left
a permanent record of bis term of
and they may save it. Anyhow. I've
there. Nothing would he more fit- always woiídered if a fellow enjoyed a
ting than to have a street called after smoke when he couldn't see the siuoke
him.
and I've Just found out now. You enAfter having expressed his desire to joy It just the sume, but you've got
several of his cronies on the strict Q. to Inhale to find out if your pipe is
T. he got his wish. They Inid a place lighted."
Stars and Stripes.
named after lilm:
"Soar place." London Mail.
Don't Judge Harshly.
Nine times out of ten there is an exDon't be minled. Aelc for Red Cross planation for what seems unreasonable
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
upon first notice. Walt a while before
At all good grocers.
Adv.
passing judgment.
No Need to Proclaim It.
Two knuts were engaged In a languid conversation, and Percy said:
"Sny, Horace, why don't you marry
that girl you're after?"
"l!ni Jove, y'know, I've half a mind,"
replied Horace.
Percy sighed.
"I should let her find that out afterward," he said.

Germany prohibits sale of
pers from foe countries.

Cuticura Kills Dandruff.
Anoint spots of dandruff with Cuticura Ointment.
Follow ut once by a
hot shampoo with Cuticura Soap, If a
man; next morning If a woman. For
free snmples address, "Cuticura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 nnd 50. Adv.
The Harvest.
'Now, let me see," snys the modern
fiinner. looking over his field ; "there's
a new automobile In that lot, u dress
apiece for the girls, a hut for Marin
nuil souiethln' left over for Hob in
In set 'em up to the fellers."
Toledo Hltide.
It sometimes happens that when a
man offers to stnke his reputation on
a thing he would win by losing.
Is

What Is one man's automobile
unolher mull's 'uggernnut.

Don't

newspa-

From Bad to Worse!

Go

Are you always weak, miserable and
?
Then it's time you found out
what is wrong. Kidney weakness
causes much suffering from backache
lameness,
Btiffnesa
and rheumatic
pains, and if neglected, brings danger
dropsy, gravel and
of serious troubles
Bright's disease. Don't delay. Use
Doan's Kidney PiVa. They have
helped thou sands and bhould belp you.

Case
A New Mexico
Mrs. Alice Burch,

(16

E. Third St., Koirwell.
New Mexico, aaya: Tf

had an awful attack
of kidney trouble. My
back ached and for
ivnr or Ave months I
couldn't get out of bed
or move my limbs and
my back felt as it It
were broken. My kidneys were very weak
and I was often dizay.y
1
used different fcld-nremedies,
butX
wasn't helped until
used Poan's Kidney
Pills. I soon felt like
a different woman and
continued until I was cured of the
trouble."
Cat Doaa's at Any Stars, 60s a Bos

piy

DOAN'S
URN

FOSTER-MIL-

CO. BUFFALO. N. T.

If

The first sien of stomach misery
Suickly and thoroughly. It makes
usually comes after over-eatinpure, aweet, cool and
comfortable. lthe)pyratosetfaIlatfBSTtb
The doctors call it "superacidity .
oi every mouuilul of xood no eat: aaa
bttmÍM out
The people say "sour stomach". V"
do
oat
nnleu
full trentrti. from aoaa
tou
' iooa you cannot enjoy
Millions of people who bave lost
ioihmw Wosom
health.
their ambition, energy, courage,
EATON1C Is In tablet form. They mrm
vitality and strength who are
BlsftMnt tasting Just like a bit of candy
weak, pale and listless who go
and are absolutely harmless. Tak
through life just dragging one foot
auu n itu vuv xw yuurwu now
KdAiuniii
wonderfully different you will feaL Baa
after another tired and worn out
?5r
hnor nnlrartw F. ATOfJ If, haMialwka the
nearly all the time nervous, inr
uuneoiau enecu ox aoe-sioheartburn, ht
table, suojeci to
cbinsT. food repeating-- , m- severe headache,
ote, too,
aireuou. teyour
insomnia, and a
how quickly
bsd
long train of physi
eral health improves
how much you iwlieh
cal ills would be
your
food bow orach
Burprised, yes,
more easily your food

dumbfounded, to
learn that it is iu&t
an
that
is causing them all their
misery.
Yet in nearly
nine cases out of ten that is
just where the trouble starts.
Now a sonr,
or "superacidity", of course, simply means
too much acid in the stomach. Yon
can now quickly rid your stomaeh of
its excess acid A wonderful modern
remedy called EATONIO literally
wipes it out. It does the work easily.

iwJ

tsdig-estehow aonndly
you eleeo how nervoua- ness and irritability diaan
pear. AndautmopiyDecauaa,
trv takins EATONTC. von hava
mir atamach of a lot of mnw
acid that has been boldinc back and
tnhlTg your life miserable.
So ret a biff box of EATON1C from yon
druRpst today. Bs is authorized to guarantee)
EATON IC to please you and you can trust him to
make this guarantee good. If EATON IC falto
in any way, take it back he will refund your
money. If your druggist doss not keep
EA TONIC write to us direct sad we will end
you a big 60c box and you can send tuthefiOe altar
you receive it. Address: U. 1. Kramer. Prcst,
fiatonieKemedyCo. 18 Wabash At- - Chicago.

of Gold

'vtl

coming to farmers from the rich wheat fields of
land
Westers Canada. Where vou can boy eood
at SIS ta 930 per acra and raise from e to 4 Basnets
f 2 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
offers in her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

fan

f

160 Acre Homesteads

0 ft

ft

I

Free to Settlers

and other land at very low prices. Thousands of
fanners from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking
Wonderful yields
advantage of this great opportunity
also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mtxea Farming ia
fully aa profitable an industry as grain raising. Good
schools; markets convenient; climate excellent,
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced
railway rates to aupu immigration, uttawa,
Canada, or to
W. V. BENNtTT
Ream 4, Bee Bldo- -, Oaaaka. Nab. .

m vi

Canadian Government Avent

One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine
GUARANTEED
Made by Dr. O. M. FraakHn. Iba iKikOTr.
TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFE
AGAINST BLACKLEG.
It has itooo the test fea ovar few yasrs caí erar a million carras ene oar
hare ererr conlidence In It. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE
with a WRITTEN GUARANTEE S ana
wish, aad charra you fifty cants per doea. Or will send roa the SAME VACCINE, tor
We mate ONE QUALITY OF VACCINE
forty cents par dose ertteoot the Guarantee.
ONLY. Synnre lor tnlectlnf J J. 50. Write as about it.

am

Mr

THE KANSAS BLACKLEG

00 Lie

Stack Eackeaae Maa.

SERUM CO.

DENVER, COLO.

,

ENCINO

commission
said
Sec. 12. The
FOR TRADE
($200,000) dollars, or so much est fund, which shall be used exclu
I will trade part or all of my ranch thereof as may be necessary for the sively for such ' purpose, all the in shall Aave full power and authority
the Enterprise.
From
purpose of paying
construc- come derived from lands belonging to do any and all acts deemed necPnbUshedTrr Thursday
A big Red Cross dance was given of 1,200 acres of land near Tajique, tion and completion for ofthesaid
to the state which were granted to essary and proper in and about the
buildOwner.
I. A. CONSTANT.Editorand
at Palma last Saturday night. They oi? can trade a ranch of 120 acres 9 ing, Baid fund to be available upon the state by Act of Congress, entitled construction of said building, the
miles
good
west
of
adoption of plans
Estancia,
for
Messrs.
Macario
tne
$117.00.
ot
the
sale
bonds hereinafter "An Act to enable the people of New determination, andarrangement
Katerfl.l aa second cIbbb mattflr Janaarjrll, raised
thereCan include a few provided for.
Mexico to form a Constitution and therefor and the
I 17, In thepostottioe
at Betaaoia. N. M., andar Chaves, D. A. Baca and Jose Baca young stock.
voucher in the
1907.
8,
Ccmffreaa
Marob
its
government
of
be admitted of, and shall draw
state
and
the aot of
hundred
4.
purpose
pro
Sec.
stock
bushels
corn,
of
For
work
of
the
dance.
the
attended
of Encino
of all
viding funds for the erection of said into the Union on an equal footing proper form for the payment
W. E. Cawlfield
The old timers say that H. A. Bal and implements.
in and about
Subscription $1.60 per year in advance
addition to the Capitol Building with the original states, approved indebtedness contracted
the
on
State
building
lard looks quite natural behind the
The local board are busy today there is hereby authorized and cre- June 20th, 1910," "For Legislative, said work and
Executive and Judicial public build Auditor, and the State Auditor shall
G. W. Bond &.Bro. counters again, classifying registrants.
bonded
a
ated
of
the
indebtedness
A
Treascall for
Among the sick are Mr. and
heretofore erected in said Terri- draw his warrant on the State
accepted a position with that 30 men to entrain Oct. 21 to 26, was State of New Mexico in the sum of ings
tory, or to be hereafter erected in urer for the payment, and the State
Mrs. O. R. Pollard and two chil as he
two hundred thousand ($200,000)
this
week
we
so
of
Tuesday
firm
proposed
states, and for the pay- Treasurer shall pay the same on prethe
received yesterday. The men have dollars, and there shall be issued
dren, Mrs. J. H. Woods and two
heretofore or sentation thereof out of the fundf
two hundred (200) bonds of the de- ment of the bonds
children, the little boy of Mr. learn and used to be one of their old not been selected at this time.
nomination of one thousand ($1,- hereafter issued therefor, "which said realized from the sale of said bonds
and Mrs. E. M. Madole, Jacque- time clerks.
applied
be
shall
toward the hereby authorized.
income
Said bonds
dollars each.
Tuesday evening enough rain fell 000)
The second call on Encino this
line Rousseau and Vivian Fenley.
Sec. 13. The members of su'ch
shall bear interest at the rate of liquidation of the interest on said
in
quota
of
Estancia
to
war
week
her
to
the
furnish
settle
the
dust
so
Dr. Wiggins has been going
per cent per an bonds, and to create a sinking fund commission shall qualify by taking
four and
first
hospital
long
Wednesday
for
time.
a
payment
shower
goods
was
for
the
principal
of
for
the
thereof.
sick
num, which said
the oath required by other state ofinterest shall be
hard that he is also on the
Sec. 9. To provide for the pay ficers and shall hold their offices unwhich consisted of 10 sheets, 40 hand there was a quite heavy fall of hail, payable
in gold coin.
list
or its equivalent in lawful money of ment of the interest on the bonds is til the completion of said addition
with lightning.
towels, 20 bath towels, and 30
for cause, by the
the United States, on the first day sued pursuant to this act there shall unless removed,
Mrs. L. W. Jackson raised
These were to be of new
July and the first day of January be and there is hereby imposed and Governor, and in case any vacancy
of
Mrs. Manker returned from Kan
some fine onions thi3 year, the material, so the Red Cross drew on
year
any of said shall occur in said commission, the
each year at the office of the levied during each
best of them averaging half a their surplus bank fund and sent the sas Tuesday. She was accompanied of
State Treasurer of the State of bonds shall be outstanding on all Governor of the state shall fill such
by her father, who has been quite New Mexico. The principal
pound.
It is an onion country, amount in at once.
of said property m the state subject to tax- vacancy in the same manner as othin state offices are
sick and has not fully recovered.
all right.
bonds shall be made payable to the ation for state purposes, an annual er vacancies
Miss Mary Behrens, postmistress
bearer in gold coin, or its equivalent tax sufficient to produce a sum filled . When such building is comemployed by
of this place, who has been closely
architect
pleted
the
equal
to
money
in
one.
year's
BEAUTIFUL
the
WOMAN.
lawful
A
on
United
of
interest
all
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
shall file with the
confined to her work for some time,
Do you know that a beautiful wo States, thirty years after their date,: such bonds then outstanding, less such commission
of the
copies
of
State
Secretary
by
said the amount in the state treasury reit shall be provided
has decided to take a rest for a while , man always has a good digestion?
If and
bonds that they may be redeemed at ceived by way of income, from the plans and specifications for said
and talks of taking a trip. And Mrs. your digestion is faulty, eat lightly of the option
DR. J. H. WIGGINS
is
building
of the state at any time land belonging to the state granted building; and when said
meats, and
an occasional dose of
Tom Dillon has accepted her place Chamberlain'stake Tablets
it shall be inspected by
to strengthen after ten years from their date. The by Act of Congress as stated in Sec- completed,
Physician and Surgeon
State Auditor and
said bonds shall state when and tion 8 hereof; and to provide a sink- the Governor,
during her absence.
your digestion Price 25c.
adv
where payable, rate of interest, and ing fund for the payment of the State Treasurer, and if found to be
Although the market does not
Located in Dr. Mason's office
the plans and
with
in
when and where the interest shall be principal
accordance
of said bonds the State
Legal Notice.
seem to be at the top notch, many
payable, and shall be signed by the Treasurer shall retain and use for specifications, it shall be accepted.
M.
being
shipped out from In the District Court within and for Treasurer and Governor, and shall such purpose all the proceeds de
Estancia, N.
cattle are
Phone 9
act shall be subSec. 14. This
the County of Torrance, and State of be attested by the Secretary of rived from the sale of the land so mitted to the people of the State of
different parts of the country.
New
to
granted
Mexico.
the
state
purpose
State
and
bear
of
state
the
seal
the
for
the
New Mexico for their ratification at
Estancia, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M. Seven
of cattle were Beatriz
Chavez de Sanchez, Uhaldo I, and shall be known as the "Capitol in this act stated, which said pro- the next general election to be held
shipped from the stock pens here
Sanchez,
Sanchez
de
may
Building
Anita
Romero. Addition
A. D.
be in the month of November,
Bonds." The ceeds, or so much thereof as
EDWARD P. DA VIES
Alicia Sanchez, Flora Sanchez and faith and credit of the state is herethis week, so we learn. Four of them
necessary, shall be applied exclusive
1918, and all ballots at said election
N. D. MEVER
Lilly Sanchez, Plaintiffs,
by pledged for the prompt payment ly towards the payment of the prin shall have printed thereon and at the
going to St. Joe, Mo., and the other
vs.
ATTORNEYS T LAW three to Kansas City.
of said bonds and the interest there- cipal ot the bonds authorized by this end thereof the words "For the CapRamon Cisneros, and Dolores Ballejos on as herein provided.
If the state act; and to further provide for a itol Addition Bond Issue," and in a
a
Estancia office in Farmers and
Herman Raff, who left here for
de Cisneros, his wife, if alive, and if shall elect to exercise its right to re- sinking fund for the redemption of separate line under the same, the
Bank Building.
dead then against their or either of deem any of said bonds after ten said bonds there shall be and there is
Las Cruces State College a short
words "Against the Capitol Addition
their unknown heirs; and against the years from their date, and in ad- hereby imposed
said lines
and levied during Bond Issue." Opposite
time ago, we learn has been put in as
unknown heirs of Trinidad K. de vance of maturity,
each year after any of said bonds there shall be a square in which the
thereof
Dr. A.
notice
ROBERTS acting sergeant and hopes to climb Jaramillo
and Jose F. Jaramillo, both shall be given by publication by the shall have run for ten years after the
voters may make or stamp a cross
From Tahoka, Tex.
deceased; and against the unknown
a step higher when transferred to the
ireasurer, in a newspaper pub- date thereof, during each year any to indicate whether they vote for or
heirs of the deceased Maximiliano state
Veterinary Surgeon
regular camps. His wife, who was
lished
said
in
New
Santa
outstanding
are
an
an
Fe,
bonds
Mexico,
against this act and said bond issue,
Luna; and against all unknown pernot permitted to remain with him
Estancia. N. M.
sons claiming any right, title or in- once a week for four successive nual tax on all property in the state and those voting for this act and said
purposprior
to
subject
weeks
next
state
for
date
to
taxation
the
fixed
bond issue, shall do so by placing a
to call on
terest in or to the quarter section of
et me Have your stock. Calls answer- - there, intends however
land described in the complaint in for redemption, and if a bond so es, sufficient in addition to moneys cross in the square opposite the
day or night. Phone 35.
him on her way to Palomas Springs
of said lands words "For the Capitol Addition
this suit, adverse to the title of the called for redemption be not present- derived from the sale
soon.
ed at the time requested it shall and held for such purpose, to pay Bond
Issue," and those voting
plaintiffs, Defendants.
cease to bear interest from and after the principal of the bonds at against the said bond issue, shall do
Mr. Bigbee was in from his ranch
Torrance County Abstract Co.
No 900.
maturity.
the date so fixed for redemption.
SERVICE BY PUBLICATION
so by placing a cross in the square
Wednesday of this week and reports
A. R. POOL, Manager
Sec. 5.
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said
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interest
and
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N. MEX. Cross sales and dance given at Palma
ESTANCIA.
Kindly take notice of the pendency the said coupons shall be consecu- redemption
payment of said
Sec. 15. The votes cast for and
Fifteen years experience .as an Ab- last Saturday night. A basket of of this suit against each ard all of vou tively numbered and shall specify bonds, shall and
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issue shall be
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in
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time
canvassed and
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orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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manner and
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and,
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officers,
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all
State
Treasurer,
the
$3.00 one hundred
Chavez,
of
majority
ceived
orio, $3.50; Pablo
a
situated in said county of Torrance and when the bonds authorized by this pose by the State Treasurer.
Physician and Surgeon
cast for and against it at such elec$3.50; Macario described as:
Adelaida Garcia,
issued,
be
shall
act
to
have
Capitol
Build
11.
The
said
same
Sec.
shall
the
been
aforesaid,
then
,
tion
Office practice and consultation.
Treating
"The Southwest quarter of SecChaves-- $3.00.
signed, countersigned, endorsed and ing Addition shall be not less tnan go into effect upon publication of
of Eyos ami Fittiuff of (Üasses a Specialty.
tion twenty-fiv(25), Township
Office at Drug Store
Negra Items.
high,
provided,
less
one
in
shall
not
two stories
sealed as
than
this act
the certificate of the Secretary of
three (8) North of Range five (5)
highes: and hundred and fifty feet long and sev- - State declaring the result of the
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Bar
East (SWJí. S. 25, T. 3 N., R. 6 sell the same to the upon
e
sealed
best bidder, for cash,
feet wide, and shall be vote thereof.
E.) according to the principal meriley on September 26th, a daughter.
bids, at not less than par and ac- erected at the south end of the presdian of the State of New Mexico,
Sec. 16. It shall be the duty of the
Miss Lela Waldron went to Es
Building, and not more Secretary of State to have this act
of
Capitol
crued
interest.
Notice
such
ent
containing one hundred sixty (160)
tancia to take the teachers' examin
proposed sale shall be given by the than fifty feet distant therefrom, published
acres of land "
once a week in one newsation held in that place Friday and
That the name of the plaintiffs' at State Treasurer, by publication, in- and shall be so arranged that the paper in each county, if one be pubpressealed
of
story
a
viting
proposals
light
at
second
the
thereon
in
the
torneys
&
Rodey,
Kodey
is
and
their
Saturday of this week.
lished therein, throughout the state,
FRED H. AYERS
shall not be for
poutotnee address is AiDuquerque, jNew day and hour stated therein, which ent Capitol Building
four weeks next preceding the
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brown and fam Mexico, and
unless you, the said said notice shall be published once a shut off, and such addition shall be general election
that
to be held in the
Uiorney tad Counselor at Law
ily were entertained last Sunday at living defendants, enter your appear week for three weeks in some
so arranged that it may be heated month of November,
A. D. 1918.
published in the State of New from the heating plant supplying
ance in said cause on or before the 7th
C. B. Hamrick.
home
of
the
cost of publication shall be paid
Offichonr 9;H0 a m to 4 :30p in
November, A. D 1918, judg- Mexico, and a like notice published the present
Capitol Building and The
Roy Pyeatt had the misfortune to day ofwill
on deposits funds,
of
the
interest
out
be rendered in said cause in some financial journal in the City such addition
ment
be connected in the hands of the State Treasurer.
shall
NEW MEXICO
"UTAMCIA.
sprain one of his ankles last Satur against you by default
Building
of New York; the last insertion of with the present Capitol
Sec. 17. All acts and parts of
JULIAN SALAS,
day so that it is rather difficult for (Seal)
by
such notice shall be made not less on the ground floor
a passage acts
in conflict with the provisions
Clerk
said
Court.
of
days
way
so
such
according
before
seven
properly
than
date
constructed,
walk.
him to
2. E. Bwing
of this act are hereby repealed.
By T. B. RAPKOCH,
such sale.
to the plans and specifications of
fixed
for
DENTIST
Deputy.
(75) of said the architect, and said additon snail
Sec. 7. Seventy-fiv- e
Dated the 26th day of September,
The publication of this act has
ESTANCIA - - NEW MEX.
bonds shall bear date the 30th day of be as near fireproof as it is possible been ordered by me as Secretary of
VVTLLARD
1918.
to make it, and when completed shall
From the Record.
November,
1918,
and seventy-fiv-e
in accordance with Section 16
State
Library,
Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
(75) of said bonds shall bear date be occupied by the State
Judge J. C. Peterson of. Estancia
is more Catarrh In this section
Supreme Court and all offices of the same.
Office in Ayers building was demonstrating the Ford tractor ofThere
the country than all other diseases the 31st day of May, 1919, and fifty State
ANTONIO LUCERO,
(50) of said bonds shall bear date connected therewith, and the Attorput together, and for years It was supSecretary of State.
to the fair visitors.
posed to be incurable. Doctors prescribed December 31st, 191!).
All of said ney General.
Archie Wood left for Tucumcari local remedies, and by constantly failing bonds shall be sold at the same time
W. DRAYTON WASSON
to cure with local treatment, pronounced and shall be issued and delivered at
TyiflWlf''fBafe'tn'T1''l"""
last week where he has secured em it Incurable.
Catarrh Is a local disease,
the times and in the amounts as
greatly influenced by constitutional conployment in a garage.
Attorney at Law
specified in this act, and the proditions and therefore requires constituUndersheriff Alejandro Baca is in tional treatment. Hall's
Mediceeds realized from the sale of said
Willpracticeinall Courtsof New Mexico Valencia county on official business. cine, manufactured by F. Catarrh
J. Cheney & bonds shall be turned over to the
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
Later Mr. Baca returned yesterday remedy. Is taken Internally and acts State Treasurer to be kept by him
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
On about OCTOBER 10th will be
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces in a separate fund for the purpose of
with Vicente Aragón, who was ar of
the System. One Hundred Dollars rethe construction, furnishing, equip
a
on
raigned
Judge
Lobo
before
any
is
offered
ward
case that Hall's
for
Also V on right hip,
and completing said Capitol
Catarrh Medicine falls to cure. Se.id for ping
Building Addition.
cross on right shoul- charge of uttering a worthless check. circulars and testimonials.
If you have something for him to do, please hold it until
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sec. 8. That to pay the interest
der. XX on left hip. He was unable to furnish a bond
his return from his country jobs, and pall him. He can show
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
become due,
bonds
on
as
shall
Ranre 6 miles north and was placed in the county jail.
it
said
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
1 mile west of Lucy.
you the latest styles in WALL PAPERS.
the State Auditor and the State
Judge Lobb has moved his office
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Treasurer shall transfer to the inter
CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917.
Edmonds & Sons. in Mayor Salas' office
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above
Mrs. T. C. Dimond left Saturday
ngmmwi mjci. aman t
5KaPKEeeaa
brands ntrayed from range.
An Act authorizing the constructior
for Madrid, N. M., her new home.
an addition to the Capital Buildof
At an enthusiastic and well attending at Santa Fe, New Mexico
ed metting held at the Salas hall,
making an appropriation
there
T.
for and providing bonded indebta community council of defense was
edness for the payment of the
General
organized.
same, and to create a commission
Watron Yard
Saturnino Lueras expects to have
authority to construct and
with
All Kinds of Feed
a meat market open for business on
complete such addition.
Chilili, N. M. or about the 15th inst.
Land for Sale
Committee Sub.
for H. B. No. 56;
approved March 13, 1917.
'
Mrs. Isabella McKissor left last
Be it enacted by the Legislature
ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28 week for an extended visit in Salt of the
State of New Mexico:
Lake City, Utah.
Section 1. That for the purpose
I. O. O. F.
Clint Welch was over from Pro of constructing and completing an
Capitol
Meets every Wednesday night over gresso Monday.
Mr. Welch reports addition to the present
Building at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Farmers and Stock mens Bank.
All his
crop
bean
year
be
to
this
about
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
the Governor shall appoint three
The Government has requested specifically, that where it is not considC W. ArcheV. Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G. 8,000 pounds, which he considers reputable citizens of New Mexico
pretty good when he got but very not more than two of whom shall belong to the same political party, as a
ered practicable to cut out deliveries entirely, retail stores should restrict
little rain.
commission, with full power and au
G. W. Bennet received a communithority to employ an architect, and
themselves to one delivery a day. Complying with this request as a
cation this week from the war de- to let contracts for the erection of
Agent for
partment stating his son, Claud, had such building to the lowest and best
patriotic duty, beginning Monday, October 7th, we will make but one
days
wounded and was in a hospital responsible bidder, upon thirty
same in
letting
the
published
notice,
CONTINENTAL OILS been
in France. Later he received a let- one
delivery each day from 4 to 5 o'clock P. M. Patrons are requested to
entire contract, or portion:
ter from his son saying that he was thereof to different contractors, af
ot
keep this in mind, and arrange their buying accordiugly.
the commission
in no danger, and that he expected in the judgment
to be well very soon. No explana- may be most advisable.
as
Sec. 2. It snail De uniawiui ioi
tions are given how he was wounded.
member of such commission to
Frank Sandusky, successful farm- any
become or be, directly or inairecuy,
LUMBER
ESTANCIA
er and bean king of the Estancia interested in any contract so let, or
valey, has gathered his crop
and to make any profit, directly or incontract;
COMPANY
started threshing beans this week. directly, out of any suchdirectly
or
to furnish or supply,
Frank is one of the few dry farmers or
ndirectlv. any labor, material or otn- in
county
the
comwho
complainarc not
UNDERTAKERS AND
er commodity used in and about
ing about poor crops this year, in pleting any such contract or confact, the Sandusky's never complain tracts. The members of BUch com
ENBALMERS
shall De paia ineir actum
mission
at all, as they always go over the top and
necessary expenses incurred by
Calls answered day or night
with farm products.
Frank says it them in and about such work, but
We bare secured the aerviceg of
takes elbow grease and a firm de shall receive no further, other or ad
termination to obtain good results. ditional compensation.
Mr L. K.
Sec. 3. There is hereby apropri- The yield from 100 acres is 38,000
Licensed Embilmtr
ated out of the state treasury the
pounds of beans.
nunureu mousani
sum of two

Estancia
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one-ha- lf
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Stock-men-
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HOME HGAIN

Raymond

Sanchez

Merchandise

A

Government Request

FOR CONSERVATION

Chas, Sawey
AND GAS

I

If we haven't Got it, We'll Get It For You

i

Hanlon

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

DIED.

For sale, big work team, 1300
Closing Out Sale.
each, pair mules, Ford New furniture going at a great
touring car, nearly good as new; bargain. Come in. Valley Furrunabout Ford good as new.
Co.
Will give time, on approved note. niture
Also 10 head of good bulls. A.
Headquarters
for grocereis.
J. Green. '
-- Equity.
pounds

The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs O. R. Pollard died last night
about 8 o'clock, of influenza fol
lowed by pneumonia.

Diamond C Flour

The old friends of John Duffy
will be shocked and grieved to
hear that he died yeslerday at
Belen, of influenza followed by
pneumonia. The funeral will be
held in Albuquerque tomorrow

New car, straight, all wheat.

You can't get
Big
of
stock
Chop
and Corn.
Bran,
better.
This is the right place to buy Flour and Feed.

STRENGTH

I

The

ls

Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feeling, bo much desired during these abnormal months. You are contributing to the success of the Great United States Banking System,
when you bank with us.

IjOCAXí

items

of your fruit pits and nut shells

Wanted, girl to assist in work at and see that they get to the right
place.
Valley Hotel.
A. Marshall was over from
For sale, two Iota in Estancia. hisW.ranch
south of Negra MonWm. Dow, Tajique.
day.
He says it's awful dry in
E L. Cox has gone to work in his vicinity.

the Estancia Savings Baru.
For sale, collapsible reed
Call at Garvin's office.
H. V. Lipe went to Albuquer
que Sunday to visit his family.
Mrs. Frank Donlin and children returned Sunday to their
home at Kansas City.
Charley Burrusa was on the
sick list several days during the
past week.
Lost, ladies' black purse.
Please return to this office. Suitable reward.
Wanted, pasturage for two
horse3 during the winter. Notify 0. C. Lane.
For sale, or will trade for
cow, top buggy, good as new.
D. D. Shaw.
J. S. Kelly made a business
trip to Trinidad, Colorado, the
first of the week.
Miss Thelma Kemp has gone
back to Oklahoma, where she is
working in a department store.
George Ford brought down
some fine samples of corn from
his farm in Torreón Canyon last
week.
Dr. Amble has returned from
Chicago and is back on the job
as a member of the local exempgo-car- t.

tion

board--

J.

.

T. Blaney and his daughter,

Mrs. Palmer, have returned from
Mr. B'aney is feelLas Vegas.
ing better than when" he left.
Mrs. Palmer will
teach the
Blaney echo i.

C. Kemp went to Lexington, Oklahoma, Monday, to remain a few days looking after

business affairs.

R. N. Maxwell went to Santa
Fe yesterday, where he will enter a sanatorium to take treatment for diabetes.
3. N. Jenson has traded his
Missouri farm to Mr. East for
The East
a bunch of cattle.
family plan to go to Missouri in
the spring-Lost- ,
32 Colts automatic revolver, on street in front of White
Rose Cafe, Wednesday evening.
$5 reward for return.
N. L.
Tracy.
L. C. Fix has sold his home
and is preparing to move to San
Juan county. He will have a
sale October 22. Watch for particulars.
Examination of children by
Child Welfare Committee, which
had been arranged, has been
postponed on account of prevalence of influenza.
J. H. Solomon of Mcintosh
vicinity is not going to be short
He has
of feed thi3 winter.
twenty acres of cane five to six
feet high and thick on the
ground.
For sale cheap, before moving
my mill, a large lot of lumber,
dry slabs, and a number of housCome quick and get bares.
gains. A. B. McKinley, just
west of flowing well, between
Manzano and Torreón.
One delivery a day at the
Equity, beginning Monday, by
request of Government.
Tuesday just aftér noon when a

Palate- -

ht

d;

KB

Bean Market
Very few Pinto Beans have been sold yet for the
trade will not pay a premium for Pintos over Michigan
Navy Beans or California Pinks. Growers in Michigan
are selling new crop Navy Beans at $7.00 to $7.ü0 cwt.,
and California growers selling pinks at $6.00 to $.625.

Today
the grower providing
beans can be delivered immediately.
Our market is around $7.00 to

Do Not Delay
If you are' going to sell now, call on us at once for
we do not know how much longer our market will
stay this high.
t

THE TRINIDAD BEAN & ELEVATOR GO.
JOHN C. BIXLER. Manager,
MODNTAINAIR,
ESBsl

NEW MEXICO

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAI RESERVE

II

Head it Off

fifty-eigh-

!

Many times you can prevent an attack of
"Spanish Flu," or other illness, if you have
the remedies at hand. In any event, you
can get partial relief until the doctor arrives.
We have all the standard remedies. Get
some.

CALUMET

Estancia Drug Company

Slaughter Sale
Prices are being slaughtered on everything
in the store. Here is your chance to get bargains. Come in and see the many bargains
we are offering.

Closing Out Sale.

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
niture Co.
One 8

For SaLe.
foot oak dining

for sale cheap.

Apply at

table
post- -

office.

J. N. Bush will go as far as
Vaughn tomorrow, starting a
company of workers for Nash
ville, Tennessee, to work at a
powder factory, J. R. Wash, J.
H. Maxwell, Edwin Garvin, and
perhaps others will go from here,
and six from Lucy.
Within the past week a dozen
or more cases of influenza have
appeared in Estancia and vicinity
some mild and some severe.
In order to guard a3 far as possible against the spread of the
disease the schools have been
closed and all public gatherings
forbidden until further notice.
Carl Sherwood now has a gar
wind came, fire caught at the age in Mountainair with Forrest
Jenson's furniture store, out- Mason in charge.

J. D. Curry is not going to
He has a
Bbrve" this winter.
fine crop of cabbage, part of gust of
which will go iri'o the kraut bar- rear of
rel, a pretty good crop of corn, side. Mr. Jenson was away and the
and pigs in the pon, so he is sure
Luckily the fire
store locked.
of hog and hominy and
was discovered before it gained
much headway, and by hard
work was put out after it had
burned out the door and windows and damaged some furniture. The front door was broken in order to get out the conFire also started in the
tents.
IF YOUR CHILDREN
trash pile at the rear of the
ARE DELICATE OR FRAIL
Kemp store, but was seen and
under-siz- e
or undcr-iveigput out bpfore it got much of a
remember Scott's Emulsion
start.
The wind must have
growing-foois nature's grandest
found some sparks somewhere.
strengthens
bones,
their
it
makes healthy blood and proIt's time to think of heavier
motes sturdy growth.
Go see what the
underwear.
Scott & Bownc, Bloomfield, N. J.
Equity has.

I

as follows:
"There are just fifty-eighere. Imagine how I'm going is to me if I were your kid ?
to.be able to write to you with an wen, ir you re not acquainted
t
women and girls all
v,.n calumet Bakings you
don't Know what a good extalking at one time.
Can't Help
cise I have.
We have a pretty well organIielpinj Myself they're so
good
Good for me too,
ized Land Army of fifty-eigCclumet Bakings are
recruits, from different parts of
vk.:b:;om:: and easily digested.
the state.
I'm proud that TorMilüonstof mothers use
rance county is the banner county, as we have three times as
many recruits as any other
BMIHS POWDER
county.
because of its purity because
it always Rives best results and is
The women are giving good
economical in cor,t and urc."
satisfaction to the fruit growers,
Calumet contain
only such
ingredients as have been apand the immense apple crop
proved officially by the U. S.
could not have been saved had it
Food Authorities,
Vow save when vou buv f.
not been for us.
Vail save when you uso It, 11
The Torrance county recruits
to
glad
are feeling fine and are
We are camped at the
ha here.
Y. M. C. A., and a jollier lot you
never saw.
The state chairman is home
for a few days, and has left me
in full charge.
I rather feel
honored.
Beatrice Hubbard broke the
record the first day as the fast
est packer. "
ht

The drug store will take care

Born, to Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
Rapkock at Las Vegas October
10, a son.
The Republican county convention has been called to meet at
Willard Friday, October 18, at

TORRANCE

Romero's Store

COUNTY CLUB FAIRS

There will be four fairs given
this year by the Boys' and Girls'
Cluba in Torrance cuunty on the
following dates:
Liberty School House, Saturday, October 12Cedarvalc, Tuesday, October
-

Come In

15.

MounUinar, October 19.
Estancia, Saturday, October
26.

This 9 the first time that the
county clubs have attempted to
have fairs, and we desire that
all the parents and other people
throughout the county attend, so
as to better acquaint themselves
with the work that the clubs are
trying to do. Any farmers who
have live stock or agricultural
cropn of any kind thnt they care
to exhibit, they are welcome ami
urged to bring thom.
Bs'ds
the grading of the club members'
work there will be amusements
throughout the day, and a pleas
ant time is assured all who at
tend. Come and see what we
are doing. -

10 a. m.

And get our prices on dry goods, flannel
shirts, caps, sweaters, mackinaws, duch coats
and hose. Also Robert Johnson & Rand line
of shoes for the whole family.

KEMP BROS.
BINNING

New furniture goina at a great
Prices.
bargain. Come in. Valley FurI will sell lots in my addition to niture Co.
Estancia at greatly reduced
prices. Anyone interested, write
E. A. Flesher, Durham. Okla

CASH

Lots At Reduced

Closing Out Sale.

Village

Ordinance No. 21.

Au ordinance prohibiting the inmuifacturo,
sal ', barter, or (rift of intoxicatim? Honor,
Ho it ordained by tho village council of the
Village 01 Estancia :
Suction 1. That from and nitor the Brut dnj
of October 1918 , no person, association or
shall, within tho villain of Kxttnct.
sale, barter or Rift, any ardent
manufacture
Hoirita. ale. beer, al?cni. wine or Jiquut ui any
kind whatsoever containing alcohol.
ai.d after the first dy
Sfctiou 2. Tiiat fr.-of October, lHln. uo person, ursoiatiou or n.
shall hring luto th village of
auy of the liquor or beverages spoeitied in
one and therein prohibited fion nal.
barter or sift, and no puro u, Hssottittioa or
corporation, shall, within the village of Kt--t uncía, still, give away, barter or keen for Bale or
barter any of such liquors or never gas, or of
ter any of such liquorb tor sale, barter, tr.uloor
girt.
Section 3. That nothing eootaine.l ia thif
ordinance shall be held to apply to deuMurn-or wood alcohol or rain alcouol when intended and used for medicinal, meeliHiiir.il or
scientific purposes only, or to wine when inonly.
for sacramental pn
tended and
Section 4. Auv oerson. ansocmiiim or cor
poration convict d of a violation of auv of the
provisions or t.ihb ordinance, sunn no punished
bi a Hue of not !e- - than off y ($.Mt 00) dollar,
nor more tlinutwo hundred ($tki.OÜ) dollar, and
shall bo imprison! in the village j til for oof
leen than thirty (30) days, nor more than nine
ty, (W) days.
and oni-- of nrH?
Section .V All ordinance
nancea in conflict herewith, are hfr.y
and this ordinance hall be in lull force
ana eiiecr, on ana aitnr it passagn and legal
publication. btuug hereby declared
ttnrgen-cordinance ou the ground of puhlir nfd.
PaHted and approved thiB tho Mlnl.iy of October, IMS,
JORM BKRK9HIRK. tfarnr.
Attest: J.R. WASH. Village Clerk. 10UM031

nKI
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ner

Barnhart.
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Suffer?

v

STANCIA AUTO CO.
Repairs, Parts and Supplies

6il

A

...

fr

Good
oil stove
nearly new. with grood
oven, for sale.
Theo

Why
Mrs. J. A. Cox, of
V. Va., writes:
"My daunhter . . .suffered terribly. Shotould
the
not turn in bed
doctors gave Iier up, and
we brought her home to
die. S'.ie had suffered so
much at . . . t:me. Having heard of Cardui, we
got it for her."

Tts

tea's

Strong Bank's Friendship

Hhs been the saving factor iti many a man's business caroer,
Uncu friomlKbirs-ariiol formod ia a iy, however, they require tb ripening
inlluouco f timo.
Mttke thiB bunk yonr frinl am! ally now, thtm wlirn tlm crucial point arrive
in yiwr business, i.witl know you ami unr history well enough to Kfve assistance,
This truth is as important and uspful to the iudividual as to the business man.
Call in ami we will bo alad to explain at any tim tho advantage iu a banking
connection-

We pay 5 per cent on Time deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank

CAPO
IX

OCTOBER 1,

Cur terms will be strictly

Closing Out Sale.

New furniture goinir at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.

the largest in Tor-

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Women's Land Army Able to Talk
Mrs. Garvin' writes from High-rol-

"Phone orders given prompt attention

SERVICE

We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00,
rance County. We are a member of the

(Frida) morning.

A. T. COCHRAN

-

WiiUrd, New Mexico

The Bank of Personal Services"

7cr.ifi

"In a few days, she began to improve," Mrs.
Cox continues, "and had
no trouble at . . . Cardui
cared her, and we sine
its praises everywhere."
Ve receive many thousands of similar letters
every year, tcl'.infrof the
good Carilui h33 cone for
women who sufier front
complaints so common to
their sex. It should do
Try
you cood, too.
E-- 7Í
Cardui.

i
S

S9353S3KS0CS5i

BOC331

6SSS

Neal Jenson

U. S.

Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. I.ife. Accident and Health Insurance.
Q
Legal Papers Drawn and AcJcnow
ledged Residences and
y
w
Farms for Rent.
1

I

Estancia, New Mexico

:

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN

NEWS-HERAL-

GERMANY ASKS

There is a report that Persia ta be
ginning to show signs of taking aldea
with tha allies.
In Palestine the British have occu
pied Damascus and taken more than
7,000 Turks prisoner.
,
Three hundred and fifty persons CONFERENCE
REQUESTED
ON
CONDENSED RECORD Ot THE have been killed, it is feared. In
"PEACE DRIVES" OPENED BY
railway accident at Malmo, Sweden.
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
VIENNA AND BERLIN.
Turkey has notified Germany of her
HOME AND ABROAD
intention to make peace, according to
a Zurich dispatch to tbe London Dally
News.
FROM ALL
Several cases of Asiatic cholera "BACK TO RHINE FIRST"
have been discovered in Vienna and
deaths have occurred from this dis
ease there.
u. S. REGARDS TEUTONS MOVES
AYINQ8, DOINGS, ACHIEVEIn aerial fighting on the Flanders
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AS ATTEMPT TO SAVE
front British aviators destroyed four
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
ARMIES.
German machines, the Belgian war office announced.
,
WMtsra Nwappr Union rtiwa Mrvlo-aThe German situation on the west CVeitem Newspaper
t'nlon New Service.
g
ern front is grave, tbe Frankfort
ABOUT THE WAR
Copenhagen, Oct. 7. Prince Max
admits, adding that the German
In tbe week ending Oct. 8 the allies
Imllian of Baden, the new German Im
captured 60,000 men and 1,000 guns on front la gradually crumbling.
in the
tbe western front.
Roman Catholic priests, who, like perial chancellor, announced
reichstag that he had sent a note
In Palestine the Turks nave been all Frenchmen of military age, had to through
the Swiss government to Pres
iriven far beyond Damascus with the Join the army, have distinguished ident Wilson,
in which he had request
British still on their heels harrying themselves in the aviation service.
ed Mr. Wilson to take up tbe question
Reports are to the effect that Austria-- of bringing
them.
about peace and to com
1.
of Hedjnz who huve been helping Genernl Allenhy unci are now recognized
Some of the Arabian ti-- nps
Hungary
again Is seeking peace,
American submarine
chasers
municate with the other belligerents
2. The most Important section of Sofia, capital of Bulgaria, to which
ns belligerents by the allied governments.
having
request
to
Holland
invited
during
the
enemy
two
submarines
regarding tbe subject.
the Germans are said to have sent a large force.- 8. Geieral Fruncliet d'Esperey, the French commander of the
the bombardment of Durazzo, it was belligerents to participate in negotiaThe chancellor told the reichstag he allied forces that conquered Bulgaria, and, at his right, General Jounno, commander of the Greeks in Serbia.
tions.
sffictally announced in Rome.
bad addressed his note to the Presisays
Zeitung
The
Vossische
Berlin
driven
had
Friday
their
British
The
dent of the United States because Mr.
ignation of Choncellor von Hertllng,.
In Champagne there was no marked
the appointment of Prince Maximilian Wilson, In hla message to Congress on
lines within six miles of Lille at Wav-lichange during the week, though both
Vice Chancellor von Payer and ForOF
and Equinghem, according to Field of Baden as Imperial German chancel- Jan. 8, 1918, and In his later procla
eign Minister von Hintze, and the Inthe French and the Americans conlor may be regarded as an accom- mations, particularly his New York
Marshal Haig's communication.
tinued ta move forward. The Yankees vitation of the kaiser and of Kmperor
speech on 8ept. 27, had proposed
American, British and Italian war- plished fact
were up against a hard proposition in Charles to their people to participate
Newton D. Baker, American secre- program for a general peace which
ships have destroyed
the Austrian
the forest of Argonne, where t lie dense ln the government. Late ln the week
naval base at Durazzo and the war- tary of war, reached Paris from Lon- Germany, and her allies could accept
woods were full of machine gun nests
It was announced that the kaiser had'
ships anchored there, according to an don. He resumed the conferences in aa a basis for negotiation.
and the fighting wus almost like n batselected Prince Maximilian of Baden
Orengaged
was
he
which
his
announcement made by Premier
before
visit Chancellor Accepts Wilson's Terms. Kaiser's Back Wall Has Fallen tle In the dark. This style of warfare, for the post of chancellor. He has been,
to England.
lando.
however, seemed to suit the Americans
known as head of the Delbrueck moliAmsterdam, Oct. 7. The text of the
and His Front Wall Is
or
and ill broken groups they battled era tes and opposed to the schemes of
region
King Ferdinand
Bulgaria Is re- note forwarded by the imperial Gerin northern
In the mountain
way
beyond
passing
onward,
Italy the Italians on several sectors ported to have abdicated In favor of man chancellor, Prince Maximilian, to
their
the
and it is presumed
Crumbling Fast.
Crown Prince Boris, who has already President WilBon through the Swiss
Ciernes and always keeping in contact
have attacked and defeated the
he will make great efforts to bring
s
enemy.
with
the
miles
retreating
For
while In Albania the
assumed power, according to a Basel government follows:
a
negotiated
peuce. That, howabout
German
"The
they were hampered by the scarcity of ever. Is Just what the allied nation
are In fast retreat before dispatch to the Havas agency quoting government requests the President of
LINE
HINDENBURG
SMASHED
roads, the mud and the Innumerable
advices from Vienna.
are determined shall not be accomthe Italian armies.
the United States to take in hand the
and bravely defended fortified shell plished, and their leaders nnd I lie
Owing to Germany's continued fall restoration of peace, acquaint all the
The enemy is swiftly evacuating the
They
during
craters.
captured
week
the
press already are at work to show the
iallent between Armentieres and Lens ure to ratify the exchange of prison belligerent states of this request and
ers agreement with Great Britain and invite them to send plenipotentiaries Bulgaria Surrenders Unconditionally great numbers of guns and quantities people that unless the war Is carried
and in Flanders fires are everywhere
of material, including three hlg obon until the Hun is beaten, to his knees-anand Turkey Is Wobbling St. Quento be seen, and it is evident that the ber raising the questions concerning for the purpose of opening negotiaservation balloons. On the left flank
forced to accept a dictated peace,
enemy, realising that he must give fur- prisoners In China and tbe release of tions. It accepts the program set forth
tin and Damascus Captured
of the Americans Gouratid's Frenchall their sacrifices will have been
crews, which Great Britain de by the President of the United States
ther ground. Is vigorously applying the
Huns Preparing To Get
men
way
fought
northward with
their
The time Is ripe for the silly senIn his message to Congress on Jan. 8
clines to do, the British government
torch.
Out of Belgium.
the greatest lntrepedlty and cut off timentalists, secretly urged on by the
es
French, British and American and has dispatched to Berlin a peremptory and In his later pronouncements,
comthe
Germans
opposing
them
from
friends
of Germany, to spring their
pecially his speech of Sept. 27, as a
demand for an Immediate anBwer.
Belgian troops in three days captured
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
munication with their comrades in the pleas of pity for the defeated and of
basis fpr peace negotiations.
40,000 prisoners and 300 guns, it is esSPORT
The kaiser put his back to h wall In Argonne forest region. If they can the benefits to be gnlned by ending:
'With a view to avoiding further
timated at Paris. Since July 18 the alGolf and country clubs will do their
the vain effort to check the allies keep up this udvance the Huns In the the war at once by negotiation. But all
government
lies have captured 200,000 prisoners, bit in saving fuel to win the war by DloodBhed the German
on the western front, and the wall
salient pointing towards Helms will this foolish and actually treasonable
3,000 guns, 20,000 machine guns and"
refraining from using coal to heat requests the immediate conclusion of collapsed. Bulgaria surrendered. pracfine themselves in an awkward pocket. tulk will have no effect on those who
an
on.
and
land
water
armistice
and
enormous quantities of material. This their premises.
tically unconditionally r Turkey at Tbe Germans in this sector were fair- believe In Justice tind patriotism.
in the air."
does not take into account the operaonce put out peace feelers; Austria-Hungar- y ing bactt to the
Krlcmlilld
Harold McMahnn, star halfback of
Kaiser
Macedonian
Rout.
admits
tions In Macedonia and Palestine.
the University of Nebraska football
cried for cessation of the Une, and captured documents showed
News from Russia and especially
Berlin. Emperor William Issued a war, and The Ukrainians rose In reAround Rheims the French have team and a member of the naval rethey Intended to try to hold that line from Serbia Is scanty
and belated
further extended their gains north serve, has received a call to report for1 proclamation to the German army and volt against the Muns.
through the winter. The fact is they these days. The most important comand northwest of the cathedral city, duty at the Great Lakes naval training navy, in which, after announcing that
Meanwhile the allies kept tip their have no organized line of defense being lately concerns the
where they are all along tbe Alsne ca- station.
:he Macedonian front had crumbled, ceaseless hammering at the kniser's tween It and the French border. The government set up
in Omsk. Minister
nal. To the east in Champagne, Amerfront wall the Hindenburg llne-a- nd
Americans ln Champagne as well as of War MIchnelov attempted to make-himseRoy L. Riley, former crack Denver lie declared that he had decided, in
with his allies, to again offer by smashing
ican forces are fighting
with the soccer player, who has been a memthrough It at muny those In the St. Quentin sector disdictator by forcing the resigpeace to the enemy.
played gallantry and dash Unit have nation of tbe cabinet and organizing
French between the Sulppe river and ber of the Canadian army for
points proved it was not the impregair
several
not been surpassed.
the Argonne forest, In addition to months, has received his honorable
Austro-Hungarnable system of defense that the GerWants ''Peace."
administrative council to succeed it
IB.
holding their original battle line In- discharge so that he can
mans had supposed it to he. From the
Tlie council declared the dutna disenter the ofParis. The Austro-Hungariamin
The most spectacular exploit of the missed, but
sea
Verdun the battle blazed dny
side and east of the Argonne forest.
that body refused to disficers' training school.
ister at Stockholm has been charged and tonight,
and the official reports week was the raid on the Austrian
' Lens, the heart of the great coal resolve, released the imprisoned mingovernment
to
to
request
Swedish
the
GENERAL
nnval
base
American,
Durazzo.
at
showed
an
unbroken
almost
of
series
gion In northern France, and Armenransmit to President Wilson a pro victories for the allies. The Belgian British and Italian warships made isters and pur Michaelov under arrest
Prices and distribution of practical- posal
tieres, almost equally important as a
The Czecbo-Slovaauthorities tlicrt
to conclude Immediately with army,
assisted by British troops and, their way through the mine fields and promptly put a strong military force
manufacturing center, have been evac- ly all articles of wearing apparel are aim and his allies a general armistice
II
completely
destroyed
and
the
base
army.
uated by tbe Germans; the German to be controlled by the War Industries ind to start without delay negotia-:ion- s unexpectedly, by a French
ln the city ami ended tbe attempted
Jumped Into the fruy at the beginning the Austrian vessels in the harbor excoup.
fortified positions between Cambrai Board.
for peace.
of the week, and. taking Dixmnde and cept a hospital ship. The only damTbe five civilized tribes of Indiana
In northern Russia tbe allies art
and St. Quentin have been definitely
No Peace But Surrender.
age
to
was
attacking
force
the
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important
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adWytschaete
ridge,
s
12,000,000
will
subscribe
to the Fourth
making progress southward from Archsmashed and the
Washington.
An Austrian appeal vanced swiftly as far ns Itoulers. slight injury of a British cruiser by a
Liberty Loan Bonds, it was announced
In Albania, forsaken by the Bulgarangel along the Dvlna river, ond Amerof Thereupon the Huns began' making
torpedo.
ians, their former allies, are in full at Muskogee, Okla., by Supt. Gabe for an armistice for discussion
icans are holding the point farthest
pS
peace
own
on
Wilson's
President
preparations that indicated complete
retreat, northward from the Adriatic Parker.
south, only forty miles from Bielsk.
1
logical withdrawal from Belgium. North and
Bulgarians
regarded
as
ln signing the armisterms
the
The
here
Untimely rain in the Fresno, Cal.,
the bolshevik base.
Bea to Lake Ocbrida.
sequel of the President's recent sum south of La Bassee canal they were tice submitted to every demand of the
A British expedition has landed Irr
section of the San Joaquin valley has
WESTERN
proposal that In full flight, wi(h the British close on allies, which included demobilizing
rejection
of
the
aiary
Splrzhergen and seized Ihe German,
Orders authorizing the enlisting of ruined a large part of the raisin crop, hostilities be suspended
army and surrendering the consecret their heels, and as Haig's men
their
for
mining
property and other pluntt
boys who have reached the age of 18 which was in process of drying in the ind nonbinding peace discussions.
Lille the enemy began the trol of all their means of transportathere, and tlie Immensely rich iron and
since Sept. 12 were received at the open vineyards.
breaking
entirely
government's
tion,
besides
with
the
American
What the
evacuation of that city, the German
coal deposits already ure being do
Lower Columbia river fishermen answer to such an appeal would be Is commander
Denver marine corps recruiting office.
requisitioning all means other central lowers. They even said veloped rapidly.
they were willing to attack Turkey, In
Charles A. Otis, chief of the regions have organized a union at Chinook, Indicated by the statement author- of transportation to remove his plunconjunction
with the allies. Their
of resources and conversion on the Wash. From the 100 organizers the ized when the Austro-Hungariafor- der. Investing Roulers, the allies gainThe state department at Washington
War Industries Board, has appointed membership is expected to grow to eign minister complained that his ac- ed control of the railroad to the Ger- troops at once began withdrawing from
was iuformcd of a big uprising of tht
1,500
include
boats.
("ar! Hinton, secretary of the Colorado
ceptance of President Wilsons' princiman submarine bases at Ostend and Serbia and nil their military supplies
against the Germans, it
Buffalo, N. Y., people are walking
Development Federation, as secretary
ples iad not been noticed
that peace Zeebruggee and It was reported the were turned over to the forces of the Ukrainians
tlie course of which the Huns lost l.ótK
region, which Motormen, conductors and electricians could not be talked of upon
any foe was removing his heavy guns from entente. The Internal situation in Bulof the new Twenty-firs- t
men
were
forced to evacuate twt
and
garia was somewhat confused, but I tie
consists of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming employed by the International Rail- lerms bo long as Germany and Austhe Belgian const and that the govcities. This news, together Willi the
claims of Berlin that King Ferdinand
and New Mexico with headquarters at way Company suspended work when tria occupied a single foot of
ernor genernl of Belgium had Inknowledge that Ituumaniu was about. ,
2,500 men walked out.
Denver. Cass E. Herrington, presi
territory.
structed the provincial governors to would remain faithful to the central ready to
the war on the side
alliance seemed unfounded. However,
all
send
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once
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disposition
to
believe,
no
There Is
of tlie allies, wus considered of greati
he evidently feared for his own safety,
jured in a tremendous explosion Frl- however, that an early end of the war sels.
adviser.
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for he was reported to have taken military Importance. A large part
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a
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at the Germans are known to be desperMont, died at the university hospital
Naturally, It will be some time before queen, has consistently refused to recately anxious to halt by diplomacy the
at Boulder, Colo., from Spanish influ- Morgan, near Perth Amboy, N. J.
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utiles can reap the full benefits of ognize tile treaty of Bucharest b,
spread
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Further
attack on
the Brit
enza, and another case was reported
steady advance of their enemies tothe Bulgnrlan surrender in the way of which their country was robbed by tin
enza over the country and in army ward the German border.
ish, with whom an American contin
among the Montana contingent.
Huns. If they get into action again
cutting across the "corridor tu Bagcamps with an Increasing death rate
gent was fighting, met with desperate
tlie plight of Austtiu will be Indeec.
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dad" and Isolating Turkey. Meanwhile
was indicated In reports received by
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and
here
sufferand
there
One hundred seagoing vessels, forty-siThe Washington government, it was ed a local reverse, hut they could not they continued the task of driving the most distressing -s- to Austria.
public health service and at the
the
X
wood, aggregatAustrian and Germans out of Serbia.
steel and fifty-fou- r
office of the surgeon general of the made plain, would not be stampeded
be long checked and pushed
The uppurent determination of tht
ing 301,433 gross tons, were completed army.
It was said a large number of Gereither by reports nor by Invitation to with dogged determination until nhead
they
destroy
utterly every cltj.
to
Germnns
try-toftroops
were sent to Sofia to
In American shipyards
during Sepcease hostilities, should one be
had the city at their mercy. The Huns man
"Never In this war have we seen
lit France and Belgium that they art
force Bulgaria to retract her actember.
fered from the imperial German gov- burned vast quantities of stores In
keener or braver soldiers or more in- ernment.
tion, but these. If there, inore likely compelled to relinquish bus given list
Air mail service between Washing- telligent,
heir preparations for withdrawal.
men than the
to a general demand that the alllec
are to be used lu defending the comton, Philadelphia and New York was two divisions in the fighting north of
a
munication with Constantinople. When governments shall warn tbe Huns that,
conducted during the month of Sep- St. Quentin," writes the official cor- TO STOP CPREAD OF EPIDEMIC.
Next to the south comes the St. the French. Serbians, Greeks and Italfor every place wantonly destroyed i
tember without a single interruption, respondent with the Australian forces
Quentin sector, and there the French ians have advanced far enout.ii to the city or town In Germany will be laic
the Postoffice Department announced.
in France in describing the American
Taken In Denver to End under General Debeney won a great northward they probably will he joined In ruins by them later on. That Is tin
Belgium has been given another assault on the Hindenburg line in the Precautions
- victory, capturing the city after tre- by great- numbers of Southern Slavs only kind of argument the German car
Spanish Influenza.
credit of $3,000.000 by the United direction of Joncourt.
mendous fighting, which was fiercest in
long understand. Secretary Luusing rt'eng
Denver, Oct. 7. Denver was closed and about the St. Quentin canal. This and men of other races who have
States government. This raised total
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to
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for
loans to Belgium to J166,020.000 and bandit gang which terrorized
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Western states for months, departed the Board of Health in an effort to Hindenburg line and its capture as- for an attack on tbe duul kingdom murderer every American capturec
with a shotgun In his
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from Denver under a heavy guard of check the spread of SuaniBh influenza sured the retirement of the Germans from the south.
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Though not yet officially confirmed, tlon would be
victims In this city since Thursday.
British air bombers, by their reby a navy crew and in the overseas robbing a United States railway mall All schools, churches, picture shows, by enemy reserves of storm. ni? troops there were various well authenticated
supply service, has been sunk In col- car at Koch Siding. Kan., last July. theaters and places of amusement are and the lighting was furious. But the reports last week that Turkey had prisal raids on German cities, liavi
lision at sea with a loss of probably An order for his removal was signed closed by the order and all meetings British succeeded In breaking through Informally sought for Information as nearly put a stop to tbe nlr raids m
the German line on the Beanvolr-Winii-couby Federal Judge John A. Rlner.
fifty of her crew.
to the terms on which she could make the Huns on undefended places, Thej
within closed walls are forbidden.
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District of Colombia to entrain Oct. acclamation.
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On Monday the master numbers ii
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IS for technical schools. Of the total
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fering to more than 176,000 soldiers heavy blows along the front from west troop drove the Huns back to the Alsne In the Teutonic nations.
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Washington.
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New Mexico Joined the "dry" states
the first of the month.
New Mexico now hag 2,700 members
of the boys' working reserve.
A frame residence on the hill east
of Hlllsboro was destroyed by fire.
The ranch home of V. A. Lyles, fire
was demiles from Fort Sumner,
stroyed by fire.
Jasper J. Thompson, Portales, and
are
Ronald Mcltae of Farmlngton,
among the severely wounded.
Albuquerque Elks observed the passing of John Barleycorn by pouring all
of their liquid refreshments into the
ewer.
The name of Everett E. Cowgill of
Columbus appeared In the list bf thos
who had been seriously wounded in
the fighting in France.
The newly formed union of the
clerks ofthe New Mexico division of
the Santa Fe has been recognized by
the railway authorities at Washington.
Three from New Mexico, wounded
In action severely, are James H. Howard of Capitán, Marshall C. St. John
of Carrizozo and Kay Robert Canon
of Renconna.
Slate Land Commissioner Robert
P. Ervlen transferred to the state
treasurer a total of $114,690.42
of state land funds received during
the month of September.
Work has begun on the Glorleta-Panchuel- o
forestry road, which will
make a fine trail to Cowles, over the
mountains, according to reports received by the forestry department.
Charles A. Garner, Las Vegas, has
been killed in action, and Osci J. Bal-nuof Bellevue, who previously had
been reported missing, Is now on the
list of wounded In action, degree undetermined.
The Knights of Pythias of Southern Colorado and Northern New Mexico held a session at Clayton with 150
delegates attending. The second and
third degrees were conferred and a
banquet closed the session.
In spite of drought New Mexico
property values for 1918 exceeded
The
last year's total by $20,382,448.
total valuation of the state for taxation purposes as listed with the state
tax commission Is $360,141,138.
Because the Boys and Girls Clubs
of New Mexico have enrolled 6,500,
while there were only 800 members
last year, special preparations for
the encampment of their representatives during the teachers' convention
weeS
at Albuquerque Thanksgiving
are being made.
Further changes in the federal food
in the state of New
administration
Mexico. following the recent resignation oí Ralph C. Ely are forecast In the
announcement
that H. G. Bush of
Deniing, who is temporarily at the
head or the organization, had receive!
word that he has been commissioned
an officer in the construction division
of the army.
The Republican state convention at
Santa Fe nominated the following
ticket: Senator, Albert Baeon Fall of
Otero county; governor, Octavlano A.
Larrazola of San Miguel county; lieutenant governor, B. F. Pankey ot
.Santa Ke county; congressman, B. C.
Hernandez of Rio Arriba county; Justice of supreme court, Herbert F.
Bernalillo county; secretary of
state, Manuel Martinez, Union county; state superintendent of public instruction. J. Howard Wagner of Dona
Ana county: auditor, Kd Sargent of
Rio Arriba county; treasurer, Charles
U. Strong of Mora county; attorney
of Chaves
O. O. Askren
general.
county.
At one of the most enthusiastic
chapel meetings ever held at the university, the New Mexico Normal University faculty and students pledged
the purchase of sixty $50 bonds and
the sale of ten more is assured. The
whole amount was pledged In less
than thirty minutes at a regular
chapel meeting at Las Vegas.
The Democratic State Convention
at Santa Fé nominated the following
ticket: Senator, Congressman W. B.
Congress.
Grant county;
Walton,
of
Judge Grauville A. Richardson
Chaves county; Governor, Felix Garcia of Rio Arriba county; Lieutenant
Governor, Elmer E. Veeder of San
Miguel county; Secretary of State,
Juan J. Duran of Union county;
Treasurer of State, T. W. Medley oi
Socorro county; Auditor of State,
Marcos C. De Baca of Sandoval county; Attorney General, T. J. Mabry of
Bernalillo county: Justice of the Supreme Court. Richard H. Hanna of
Santa Fé county; Commissioner of
Land Office. George P. Davisson of
(Chaves county: Corporation Commissioner. D. J. Finnegan of Quay county:
Superintendent of Schools. J. S. Loni
of Roosevelt county.
G. A. Richardson of Roswell, who
was defeated for nomination as United
States senator before the state Democratic convention at Santa Fé. but
was nominated for the lower house of
Congress, has notified State Chairman
Arthur SeliRtnan that he will not
the nomination.
Robert Scarnello, employed in a
manganese mine between Socorro and
tan Antonio was instantly killedovera
few days ago when he was run
by a train while walking along the
tracks. The body was mangled almost beyond recoenltion.
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UTSIDK the railroad station at Evlan-they had gathered together,
H a group of some 50 or 60. They were
U
) I women and children, with a scatter- VI lng of old men. Each bore a tug
I printed In German and with a large
number on it. Some carried bundles,
empty-handetheir
were
others
clothing was nondescript. Their faces
were drawn and pinched in the evening sun that
came over the waters of the lake of Geneva, and
the children among them clung to the knees of the
women in that pitiful, frightened way so many
children of France have of doing these days.
Inside the station I could hear the Chasseurs
Alpina, three drummers and three buglers, loudly
Savoyard.'' Then were some cheers
playlng-"L- e
aa the band, leading" the mnln body of the convoy
which bad Just come In from Switzerland, marched
out through the station to Join the group I was
Great camions of the American Red
watching.
Cross stood waiting to receive the Infirm among
them. Otherwise It waa very quiet, not at all the
scene I had expected to find here.
There were some women and children In the
group who fascinated me by their dazed, hopeless
expression the still, numb way In which they
stood, almost trembling, It seemed to me. I turned
my camera toward them to take a picture, when,
as they caught sight of my action, there was a cry
A very
from them.
old woman raised her
shrivelled hand and
tried to hide her face
from the lens. The
children shrunk further into the' folds of
their women folks'
skirts, and an old
man gaaped : "For the
Prussian. . He Is going to send ottr pictures back to the
Prussians,
and they
" A Red Cxosa
nurse at my side explained that I did not
Wish to do any such
thing that they were
safe back In France,
their France, again,
and that the Prussians could never
touch them. She point
ed to the arch across the street, a few feet away,
through which they would soon pass, with the
American and French flags Intertwined aud the
motto in hlg scrawly letters, "Soyes les Bienvenus."
She explained that I was an 'American.
They
seemed to understand, and their faces lighted up,
for this was In early June, and even these pitiful
ones, who had been where little news had readied
them for nearly fonr years, knew that the Americans were In, France In good numbers now, aud
were their allies.
80 the group ceased to shrink from my enmera.
A womnn even thrust her child forward and
smoothed Its hair so that It would look well In the
picture. Rut, Just as I was uhout to snap the
shutter, another woman In the group, standing a
little back, looked at me with an expression that
was full of condemnation, full of appeal, as she
said: "Yes, my friends, let us stand up straight,
so that he can get a good photograph of misery I"
Then she laughed bitterly, and I well, I did not
take the picture.
At this moment the rest of the convoy began to
come out of the station, led by the Chasseurs' little band. With them came Red Cross men and
nurses, currying or helping those who could not
walk Into the waiting camions and ambulances.
I put up my camera and hurried ahead to reach
the casino, whither the procession was bound, before their arrival there. Someone struck up "La
Marseillaise," some woman with a high, shrill
voice. As I climbed upon the front seat of an
ambulance and we started to pass the crowd I
thought for a moment that 1 was now going to
see, going to hear, what I had come up from Paris
for the glad burst of enthusiasm, of happiness
from these people now that they fully realized
that they were In France, nmoug their own, free
from the German yoke, which had lain on their
necks since 1914. Hut as our ambulance went by
the procession there were no other voices raised
to Join that of the singing woman, and after a few
bars she, too, stopped singing and the procession
went on, silent, shuttling, except for some small
boys, town boys, who trudged ahead of the Chasseurs, still playing their tune on drum and bugle.
I reached the casino ahead of the procession
and waited at the door for them to come' down the
Rue du Casino. The narrow, steep street was
crowded along its sidewalks with townspeople,
and from windows was flung the tricolor, while the
American flag waved here and there, too. As the
procession came around the head of the street the
people hailed It with cheers and the waving of
flags. The Chasseurs played more loudly now
It was "Vive 1'Armee" they were tooting. A few
of the children raised their heads and looked with
glad eyes on the enthusiastic natives who were
trying so hard to cheer them home. An old man
In the procession straightened up and shouted.
But otherwise there
"Vive le General Joffre."
were no cheers, no thrills of happiness, nor anything bnt Just that down-ben- t
attitude, that shuffling walk, that dazed, whipped, cowed expression. It was, as the woman at the station, had
sold, misery. For Evlan Is the clearing house ot
misery these days.
It was not so at first, the American Red Cross
doctor told me, and so the subprefect of the dealso assured me.
partment of the Uaute-Savol- e
"Which Is why we make such a great effort to
In
come
they
as
nowadays," he said.
cheer them
"They are crushed, these people; they are like
dead men and women, and the children, even the
little ones, are scarcely alive to the situation.
Free from Germany once more? They cannot believe It there Is scarcely enough Ntrengtb left In
their poor minds and bodies for them to he able
to understand."
"Tes," added the Red Cross doctor, pointing out
a girl of eighteen or nineteen who passed ; "look
at the expression on the face of that girl." 1
.looked, i caught here eye as she turned In my dl- 41

The president in person opened the
ceremony of drawing numbers for the
i:i,000,OUO
men registered In the new
draft. The cnpsule he drew contained
the number 322.
imAmid
profoundly
ceremonies
pressive mid of transcendent historical
significance. Gen. Peyton C. Murch,
chief of staff of the army, received In
person this vast force of as yet ununl-forme- d
y
reserves, on behalf of the
branch of the government.
4,000,000 in Arm by July.
And from tills reservoir of man power the largest body of citizen soldiers
ever offered by the people of any nailon to their government General
March is to recruit the army of ,000.-00- 0
men which he hns promised to
hnve overseas by July 1 next to back
up General Pershing on the hnttleflelds
of Europe.
Every mnn in the registration I affected, as from those who are not
culled for active military duty the
country's war managers propose to
mobilize a great industrial army of
war workers to make certain of a
flowing stream of men and munitions to the field of battle.
The roll call, which Is to assign to
each of the 13,000.000 men a military
number determining the order In
which he Is to be culled, was begun by
President Wilson himself, and not finished until lute in the afternoon next
day.
As the tally sheets were filled they
were rushed over to the government
printing office for the official master
list, which, when completed, were sent
by General Crowder to all district
hoards throughout the country, which.
In turn were to make them public
In that way
through the newspapers.
the country at large was Informed of
the order of all the numbers within a
few days.
Wilson Is Applauded.
There was a hearty round of ap
plause as the president, blindfolded
with a piece of clotli taken from the
covering of one of the chairs used
at the signing of the Declaration of
approached the tnble
Independence,
on which rested the famous glass
howl used upon the first drawing,
Provost Mnrslml Gen. Crowder guided his mind as he reached down Into
the bowl to pick one of the 17,000 blue
capsules containing the numbers.
There was Increased handclapplng
when It was announced that the first
number of the drawing wus 322, for
the number which the president drew
has a registrant representing it in
every one of the 4.5.17 local boards In
the country. Every man whose serial
number corresponds to It may there
fore consider that the command to
"march" or "work" comes from the
commander in chief himself.
'
Vice President Marshall, similarly
blindfolded, picked out the second
number. It proved to be a high number 7,277 which will he order No. 2
for all boards having registrants bear
ing that number. The average number
of registrants to n board ranges only
from 2.SO0 to 3,000.
Hie number which President WllFiiü drew has a registrant represent
ing It In practically every district in
the United States. Other numbers roi
1
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FIRST 100 NUMBERS
MADE PUBLIC BY WIRE
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No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
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HOUSE ''MISERY

Practically Impossible to Forward the
Full Result of the Drawing
Made for District Boards
Announce This Later.
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No.
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11.191
15.760
13.369
12.184
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Army of Students In Line.
More than l."iI.O(H men were added
to America's fighting strength when
members of the students' army training corps were formally musteml In
at the colleges throughout the country.
The Impressive ceremony arranged for
the occasion was set for eleven o'clock
October 1. A message from
Wilson was read on every enmpns.
Collegians In the training corps draw
the pay of army privates, anil are
housed, clothed, and fed by the government. There is no tuition fee. Each
student Is allowed only three subjects.
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bas examined nearly 50,000. I saw 280 little chlb
dren examined. They ranged In age from three to
twelve years, and of them all there were barely
more than 50 per cent whom he could pass as being even fairly well nourished.
"They have been fed mostly on turnips nnd
black bread for months." he explained, "and with
each convoy there are more undernourished ones
and more like this little fellow." He Indicated a
thin wisp of a boy he was ten years of age it
'
was tuberculosis.
This explains, furthermore, why the American
burden.
war
Red Cross- hospital, as a part of Its
has been obliged to extend Its work Into the fnun-- 1
datlon and maintenance of homes, here, there and
everywhere throughout France, for these unfortunates whom Germany Is sending back by the
hundreds" 07 Fhouiands".
For they are unable to
worit, unable to make thejr wg homes, and the
civilian populntioE of France, bent double with
the pack of Its own problems, has been Increas- ,
ingly pewerless to cope with this, Germany's ln-,
the rflorale of France
sldlous
It was all new to me when I went up to Evlan
from Paris to see the repatriates come in. I had
heard of how Germany had begun sending th
back in 1916, and how, sb the numbers of them Ti'
creased, the American Red Cross stepped In and
undertook to look out for the sick children, finafly
extending Its work to caring for the hundreds
of tuberculous women whom Germany returned to
France. But I had heard, also, of how the repatriates, sent through Swltrertand bj; the Germans
arrived atavían, singing, tn'eellng pwñ and kiss- Ing the lolf of fraflft líif gtaál.ftkM TSj tE
gd on
share of. thej? cjsBEryl work, jj lgctone
Jor
tSStü jí Joy at
Í8r9 I hadIn toplgj
Evlan, for cheers &ad heart-thrill- !
station there
at the casino. Here was a people being returned
to the country that It belonged to here were ban-ner- '
o( welcome, here were bands and hearts opeó
to It. But I had selfi something entirely different,
and when I Inquired It was explatned to me. "It
waTIold, "part of the German plaiT
Is plainly,
of breaking down French morale, ot destroying the
efficiency of the American Red Cross, which It haa
learned Is doing such a large part In the work ol
handling repatriates.
"At the same time that Germany Is hurling hel
big shells Into Paris by day and air raiding it by
night; at the same time that she Is driving refugees by the thousands from their homes In towns
along the line of her proposed advance; at the
same time she Is filling the hospitals with wounded
French and American soldiers, taxing the equipment of the American Red Cross to the limit, as
she believes, she has tried a new trick during this
offensive.
"If this Is not so, how can It be accounted fot
that each succeeding tratnload of repatriates Is
larger, contains more sick and completely used up
Individuals than the previous one? How can you
account for the large number of young women
with babies born In Germany since they wers
taken therebabies whose fathers may be German, but whose Identity will ever remain a mys
tery which are unloaded on ns every day?"
Even at that It seemed rather a difficult task.
These people who were coming In I saw several
tralnloads of them seemed such hopeless things.
What Could be done with them? What a burden
they would be on the French! How little resull
there would be from anything done for them 01
with them!
"That Is far from being the case," I was told,
"They respond in an Incredibly short time to all
Their health Improves, their
we do for them.
minds clear. From being liabilities they soon beGermany
sends these people In,
come assets.
wrecks, so cowed, so starved, that they can scarcely tell where they have been, what has happened
to them In the years of their slavery In the mines,
the mills, the fields of tlietr captor conutry. Tuberculosis seems to have a firm grip on many of them,
and the children are filled with the germs of contagious diseases. But either by happy ability ot
the French to rise nnder difficulties, or the Joy of
finding themselves back In their own land, the
rapidity with which they rally, the qnlckness,wtth
which their minds clear. Is remarkable."
e
A French woman. In charge of the casino
at Evlan, where clothing Is found for these
send,
thay
the
more
unfortunates, said: "The
better we like It. We can care for, e)l, with the
help of our friends, the Americans, And the faster
they send them back, though thuir coming so fast
unquestionably taxes our resourcas to the utmost,
the more quickly will Franco get back her own
people."

e.brenk
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rectlon, hut I do not think she saw me at all. or
saw anything.
Her face was blank for a moment, then, as In looking aside she nearly collided
with someone aheitd of her, she shrunk from him
with a sort of cry, as If she had expected to be
T
beaten down.
We followed the procession Into the large hall,
home-comernow, where the people of Evlan greet these
and where, at long tables, they feed them.
Over the balcony hung the flags of the allies, with
the French and American closely Intertwined. The
people were placed at 'the tables, numbly obeying
the Red Cross nurses who flitted about assisting
them. They ate the food which was set before
them without a word.
As they ate and drank there was some 850 of
these people I walked about with the Red Cross
doctor and studied their faces, their demeanor.
Occasionally as one saw ns he or she smiled, but
for the most part It was like walking through the
halls of an asylum for the mentally deficient the
eyes were dazed, the expression empty, vacant.
By now some young women had passed among
the crowd giving to each a little French flag. I
noticed a boy of about twenty, tall, well put together. The girl had to thrust the flag Into his
hand and explain to him what It was.
"That boy hasn't always been an Idiot, I would
say offhand." said the doctor at my side. "He
looks beaten, whipped. Thnt's the sort they are
sending back to us. nowadays."
The hoy still holds the flag, looking at It as If
trying to recall where he had seen that combination of colors before. I recollected that he would
have been about fifteen or sixteen when the war
broke out, when he, with these others and so many
thousands like them, were caught In that first
southward rush of the German horde through the
towns of northern France.
The subprefect was mounting the platform to
speak to the diners. The Chasseurs played their
tunes loudly. The the subprefect began to talk
to them. He told them they were safe among their
friends once more, that never again would they
be slaves of Germany, that homes would be found
for them and an effort made to find the friends
and relatives whom they had not seen nor even
heard from for four years. He told them that
France soon would conquer, thet she was now
young men,
Joined by America with her millions of
and then he gave the signal for the band to start
Thi It did.
Ihe "Marseillaise."
As the first notes were heard some of the faces
HgTited up. There was an effort to sing the wonderful song, and after a fashion It succeeded. But
hough before the refrain had been finished there
were many voices hushed, many hands that could
not wave the little French flags for a moment
patriotism, love of country, hope and trust had
been awakened. A few minutes later I followed
the Red Cross doctor Into the big room where he
examines every child who comes Into Evlan with
these convoys of repatriated people. So far b
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SITJVERTON
Special Correspondence.

urday last.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Long and
Riley,
and Mrs.
son Jr., Conrad
Grasham had some joy riding on
Sunday last in their motorcycle.
But a flat tire caused them to shorten their ride.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Strong.
Mr. Hubbard has a nice bunch of
cattle grazing on the Ritchie place.
Frank Crawford, son of Guy
Crawford and cousin of Richard
Crawford, died of influenza last
week at an army camp in Louisiana.

No Sunday school at this place on
Sunday last on account of the influenza scare.
We thought it beat not
to have any gatherings for the present.
Several in this neighborhood have
threshed their beans and all so far
have fallen short of their expecta
tions. Messrs. Jackson, Young, Al- lard andBuckner are the ones in the
immediate
neighborhood who have
threshed.
Miss Xelpho Tuttle, Miss Watkins
'
and Ernest Green of Estancia were
callers at the Buckner home on Sun Special Correspondence.
day last.
L. C. Fix and Ross Archer were
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Long and
Albuquerque visitors last week. Mr.
son Junior, Mrs. Grassham, Conrad
Fix traded his Ford for a Dodge
Riley and Ozella Allard took dinner
while over there.
with Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Buckner and
J. A. Brittain and family returned
family.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Jackson took home Thursday after a visit with
dinner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Brittain's parents at Messilla
Park.
Allard.
W. W. Wagner and wife and L. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Hill came in
from Kansas to visit Mrs. Hill's pa- Fix and wife were in the Rio Grande
rents, Mr. and Mrs. John Milbourn, Valley the 2nd buying sweet pota
toes, tomatoes and fruit.
on Saturday last.
Joe Brittain, a guest of his broth
Mrs. Pete Pellissero had a painful
accident on Friday last. In passing er J. A., returned to his home in Tenby a colt she gave it a' pat on the nessee the 4th.
Mrs. Joe Langham returned to
back and he repaid the kindness by a
kick in the face, which caused a her Illinois home Friday after a two
painful wound above and below the month's visit with her parents, Mr.
eye. However,
a physician was and Mrs. Frank Laws.
Mr. Bennett made the club boys
called and seven stitches were tak
girls a visit Friday. Rev.
en. She is doing nicely at present. and
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw of east of town Waltz talked to them.
preached to a full
Rev. Waltz
visited their son Will Shaw and wife
house Sunday.
on Sunday last.
Bigger
threshed for
Harry
L. W. Jackson purchased a fine
Fix, Farley, Dodds and
cow from Mr. Spruill onSaturday Messrs.
Stump last week.
last.
Rev. Farley stopped at home
Miss Eva Perser and Mr. and Mrs.
Kutchin made a business trip to the few hours the 3rd on his way from
Santa Fe to Roswell.
Garland neighborhood.
Irving Mead and our merchant,
Mr. and Mrs. George Merrifield
Mr. Miller and .daughter Joy made a Mr. Ramby, were our delegates to
business trip to Mountainair on Sat the Democratic county convention.

M'INTOSH

CHAPMAN
Special Correspondence.
McGinnis

it.

PROGRESSO
Special Correspondence.
Glenn Mulkey and wife motored
to Santa Fe Friday, returning Sun
day.
Mrs. Richardson and Mrs. Fletcher of Cedarvale were shopping in
Progresso Tuesday.
The sick are all improving, but it
was thought best to close school this
week.
Gus Kirchof and family spent
Sunday at the DeVaney home.
Those who attended the Willard
Fair from Progresso were Mrs. Sta- ley, Mrs. Mulkey and children and
Mrs. Howard Payne and children.
Otto Collins is putting up a Dempster windmill on his ranch east of
Progresso.
Mr. and Mrs. Figgott and son Har-rleft Friday for their home in
Kansas.

LUCY

With no thought of bursting shrapnel and poisonous gases into which
they plunge with every muscle tense,
with every faculty of mind alert,
with one thought only TO FIGHT

AND WIN.
That is the way our men are going

into battle. When the shrill whistle
sounds the advance, out they go their
whole heart in the task before them.
No power on earth can hold them back.

Forward!
The same sharp challenge to battle
sounding for us. We must answer
in the same proud way the way of
our fighting men the American way.
We must lend the way they fight.
We must show the
Hun a united American people moving forward shoulder to shoulder,
irresistibly, to Victory.
Our task is to supply the money,
the ships, the guns, the shells that we
must have to win. It is a tremendous
task. We must do it as our fighting
men do theirs with the indomitable
spirit of Victory.
We must work, and save, and lend
with one thought only TO FIGHT
is

war-madden-

ed

.

AND WIN.
Get into the fight with your whole
heart. Buy Bonds to the utmost!
This Space Contributed by

Swift & Company

Special Correspondence.
School closed at noon Monday for
fear that Spanish influenza might
break out.
W. T. Miller and D. F. Heal have
been in the community for more
than a week, shaking hands with
their old friends.
On Wednesday about 10:30 a. m.
quite an earthquake was reported,
Some report that the dishes rattled
in

their

houses.

t J. A. Robertson left for Kansas
City Sunday night with two cars of
cattle.
Mrs. Swift left Wednesday morn
ing for a visit to relatives in Arkan
sas, and Mrs. Bennett of Estancia
got on the train here Friday morn
ing for a visit to Kentucky.
Austin & Co. have sold out to E.
A. Mattingly. The former are to
some until
run their stock down
about the middle of November, when
it is to be taken over by the latter.
The Postoffice Department has accepted the resignation of G. W. Austin as postmaster.

MO RI ART Y

From the Messenger.
Toney and Joe Gomez are Santa
Fe visitors this week.
W.'C. Gray and Arthur John went
to Kansas City last week with cattle
shipments.
Hugh Cleary was here this week
wicniva
appraising lands lor uie
Farm Loan Bank.
Mrs. Ward, mother qf Mrs. Henry
Miller, of Albuquerque, is visiting at
the Fincke home.
E. S. McComb and J. F. Coats
went to Albuquerque Saturday, reHenry Miller and
turning Sunday.
Mr. Blumenshein, of the Duke City,
accompanied them to the valley. W.
C. Webb was also a week end visitor
with his family in Albuquerque.
A three cornered real estate deal
was closed this week whereby John
Gloss secured title to the C. J. Eggle- ston quarter joining his homestead,
and H. J. Fincke gets the 200 acres
joining his holdings, known as the
Harry House place.
Mr. and Mrs. Donovan Meltabar- ger are visiting at Venus. Donovan
had the experience of being t,ikcn
for a bandit several weeks ago while
driving with a friend from Denver
A posse
to Canyon City, Colorado.
was waiting along the roadside for
the outlaws who have killed several
Without warning they
officers.
opened fire on the car. Donovan
was slightly wounded but was able
to continue his journey.

For Sale, yearling and two
Hereford Bulls. The
ritsworth Company, Capitán, N.
year-ol- d

M.
Legal Notice for Publication
In the District Court of the Third Judicial District oí the State of New
Mexico; within and for the County of
Torrance.
Susie Ayer, Plaintiff,
vs.
Sherman Ayer, Defendant.
Torrance Co.. Number 903. Civil.
To the said Defendant fherman Ayer:
You are hereby notihed that a complaint has been filed against you by
Susie Ayer, the above named plaintiff,
in the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the State of New Mexico within and for the county of Torrance and said cause is now pending in
tbat court.
The general object of the said action
is for an absolute divorce, on the charges
of habitud drunkenness, and abandonment, and also for the custody of
Claudius Sibley Ayer, and for costs of
suit, and you are further notified that
unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or before the 14th day of
November, A. D. M18, that judgment
will be rendered in said cause against
you by default.
The name of plain'.iff'a attorney
is Fred H. Ayera and his pos'office and
business address is Estancia, New
Mexico
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of said District Court on this the 3d day of October, A. D 1918.
JULIAN SALAS,
(Seal)
Clerk.
Bv THOS. li. RAPKOCH,
Deputy Clerk.
10

Notice for Bids for Erecting Lucy
Public School Building.
Lucy
of
Whereas, the electors
School District number 28, Torrance

County, Lucy, New Mexico, on the 4th
day of May. 1918, voted bonds in th
amount of $12,000 00 for the purpose of
erecting and equipping a public school
building to be located in the village of
Lucy, New Mexico, and
Whereas, the Hoard of Education
for paid school district has employed
J. C. Berry & Company, Architects, of
Amarillo, Potter County, Texas, to
draw plans and specifications for said
building, and
Now, therefore, we. the undersigned
Board of Education, hereby give notice
that we will receive sealed bids fnr the
of said Public
construction
in strict accordance
Schc.ol building,
wilh the pinna and specifications as
said bids to
drawn by said Architects,
be mailed or delivered tn J. B. White
y.
New Mexico, the Chairman
of Lu-of said Board, and a cooy of the plans
and specifications may be obtained
from Mr. C. H. Miller, said Secretary
of the Board or the Architects at their
office in Amarillo, Texas, by making a
deposit of 10.00 to insure the safe reEach bid must be acturn of same.
companied by a certified check in the
sum of $250 00, made payable to the
Chairman of th Board of education,
as a guarantee ihit such bidd- - r will in
guod faith enter into a contract With
said Board and execute the required
surety bond within six days from the
date of letting contract for the erec
tion and completion or said ouuaing
described and failure to comply with
said provisions will forfeit the sain
to the said Board of Education
as actual damaees.
That said sealed bids will be opened
bv the said Secretary at the nrhceof
the President of said Board. Mr. J. B.
White, of Lucv. New Mexico. t the
hour of 10 o'clock a. m. on the 24ih
day of October, 1918.
!;2 1017
C. H
R. M.
CAN

NOW

EAT

AND

SLEEP

MILLER
SWIFT
IN

eighty chains to a sandstone for
Notice of Suit
corner, marked "6M" on side
In the District Court of the Third Ju- facing line run, with mound of earth
Thence east on seventh
dicial District of the State of New alongside;
mile forty chains fifty links to a sandMexico, County of Torrance.
inches
The Board of Trustees of the Town of stone 28x16x4 inches, fourteen
in the ground for southeast corner of
Torreón Land Grant, Plaintiff,
Torr."
E.
Cor.
marked
grant,
"S.
the
vs.
on side facing grant, with a mound of
Nemesia Garcia et al, Defendant,
earth alongside; Thence north along
No. 885.
east boundary on first mile eighty
COMPLAINT.
corchains to a sandstone for
To:
ner, marked "1M" on side facing line
alongside;
Nemesia Garcia, Juanita Salas,
run, with a mound of earth
Garcia, Fidel Garcia, Uoss Garcia, Thence north on second mile eighty
Garcia,
Griselda
Antonio
Garcia, chains to a sandstone for
Ygnacio Garcia, the heirs of Ross Gar corner, marked "2M" on side facing
cia, deceased; Jose Zamora y Chavez, line run, with a mound of earth alongAcasio ttduardo uanegos, Juan Vigil, side; Thence north on third mil, eighty
Candelaria
Daniel
Lucero.
Orona. chains to a sandstone for three mile
Ralph Marble, Juan C. Jaramillo, corner, marked "3M" on tide facing
trineo t,tmiaon, .lose uaDaldon. iircio line run, with a mound of earth alongChavez, Salvador Chavez, Isidro Mar side; Thence north on fourth mile
tinez, Adolfo Gallegos, Victoria Lucero, thin v chains to a stone 20x10x5 inches.
Abraham Lujan, Andres Lujan, Pablo twelve inches in the ground for the
Perea, Jesus Lujan y Vigil, Manuehta northeast corner of the grant, marktd
una, Antonio Lujan, Jesus Lujan y "N. E. Cor. Torr." on side facing
Sandoval, Filomeno Lucero, Salomon grant, with a mound of earth alongArchuleta, Jose Itnacio Montoya, .luan side; Thence west along the norih
Montoya. Perfirio Benavides, boundary on first mile eighty chains to
Jose
Enrriques Chavez. t'eodocio Maldonado, a sandstone
for one mile corner,
Emiliano Vigil, Pedro Sedillo, Vicente marked "1M" on side facing line run,
Chaves, Elfido Chavez y Lucero, Elijio with a mound of earth alongside;
Vigil, Anaatacio Otero, Adolfo Lucero Thence west on second mile eighty
core
Antonio Luna, Pedro Lujan, Adelaido chains to a sandstone for
Desiderio
Salas,
Chaves,
Antonio ner, merked "2M" on side facing line
alongside;
Chaves y Corrales, Juan Chaves y Cor run. with a mound of earth
rales, Carlos Chaves y Corrales, Mel- Thence west on third mile thirty-fou- r
links intersect, the
quíades Chaves y Corrales,
Andres chains thirty-eigh- t
Luna, Pablo Lucero, Isidro Perea,
t
corner of the Tsjique Grant,
Frank Ruiz, Manuel L. A. Otero, José with a mound of earth alongside;
Ant. Padilla, Antonio Montoya, Jesús Thence west on the south boundary of
Montoya, Ventura Sandoval,
Salomon the Tajique Grant, which is adopted as
Chaves, Francisco Aragón y S , Stern a portion of the north boundary of the
ochloBS&Co, Octaciano Garsia, Juan Town of Torreón Grant, on first mile,
de Dios Chaves, Severiano Sanchez, eighty chains to a sandstone for
six-mi- le

.

Special Correspondence.
loaded a car two
Yes, we are waiting for the threshweeks ago and left for Missouri.
ers and ready for them.
Miss Ruby McKinley
began
her
Mir. and Mrs. Gates and children
school at Chapman Monday.
were entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Oran Market has moved his cattle D. W. Jones.
to Gran Quivira on account of being
Ed. Vandcrford of Albuquerque
short of grass.
visited home folks the last of the
Sam Taylor and three sons left week.
Thursday for Arizona to pick cotton
at Mr.
The Sewull family nooned
this fall,
Stevens' Sunday.
Mr. Fitzgerald has sold his farm
Alton Sewell from Texas is workand ipoved to Arizona.
ing for Walter Pace.
W. B. Parker and boys are busy
D. W. Jones has been working in
threshing beans for the neighbors.
the water service for the A. T. & S.
Mr. Corbin
has had two wells F. at Vaughn, has come in to get
bored on the land he has leased on his beans threshed.
the Torreón Grant. Fencing is un
D. S. King was in the mountains
der way.- - He has leased sixteen surveying the first of the week.
Hundred acres.
Bill Ensminger and nephew, Ern
Archie Taylor has returned to est Ensminger, spent the day at W.
Post City, Texas, after a two months 0. Artman's Sunday.
stay with home folks.
Ernest Ensminger went to EstanEveryone is about through har- cia Saturday with L. H. Spencer.
vesting beans. The yield is light.
The ladies of the Red Cross are
John Dressier, who moved to making a quilt to auction in the near
Broncho some time ago, has moved future. Mrs. Gates gave the lining
back on his farm.
Mrs. Ruth Jones the top, J. W. Wood
Will Dressier has moved to Belen the cotton, and Mrs. Lewis Spencer
and is engaged in railroad work.
the thread, and all are going to tack
Mr.

Shady DeVaney lost a good calf
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Pearce took
supper with S. DeVaney and family
Sunday evening.
Mrs. W. W. Ward, our teacher,
left Thursday morning for Estancia,
returning Sunday afternoon.
Shady DeVaney is drilling a well
for Willis Humphries.

Forward!

FRONTIER

COMFORT.

If troubled with indigestion or sleep.
lessness you should read what Miss
Agnes Turner, Crrcago, III., has to say:
"Overwork, irregular meals and carelessness regarding the ordinary ruled
of health, gradually undermined it until last fallí became a wreck of my
former self. I suffered rrnm continual
headache, was unable to digest mv

food, which seemed to lay as a dead
I was very
weight on my somath
constipated and my complexion became dark, yellow and muddy as I felt.
Sleeplessness was added to my misery
and I would awake as tired as when I
went to sleep. I heard of Chamberlain's Tableta and. found such relief
after taking them that I kept up the
treatment for nearly two months.
They cleansed my stomach, invigorated my Bystem and since that time I
can eat and sleep in comfort.
I
adv
am today entirely well. "

e

two-mil-

two-mil-

south-eas-

one-mi-

Archuleta, Welch & Titts-wortEnrriques Salas, Jose Lino
Salas, Pablo Torres, Rafael Archuleta,
Felipe Gallegos, Serafin Perea, Eutimio
Garcia, Manuel Luna, Isa Luna, Flavio
Torres,- Juan Salas, Jose Lucero y
Romero. Eselsa Chaves, Juan B. Galle
gos, Miguel Chaves y Itael, Fernandes
Chaves, Juan Pedro Maldonado, Melquíades Chavtz, Juan Espinosa, Jose
Montoya y Luna, Nicolasa Luna, Librada Chaves, Francisco A. Zamora,
Lorenzo Zamora, Masimiana Otero,
Ramon Gallegos,
Acasio Gallegos,
Ramon Chaves, Porifirio ('haves, Juan
Zamora y Lucero, Jesus Chaves, Mariano Vigil, Francisco Archuleta, Ramon
Vigil, Juan Chaves y Gabaldon, Bone-faci- o
Vijil, Antonio Jose Vigil, Rumal-d- o
Velazques, Juan Castillo, Melquíades
Trujillo, Marcos Sanches, Candelario
Perea, Rafael Torres, Juan Jose Torres, Amador Perea, Victor Salas, Esa
B. Lopez, Meliton Lopez, Juan Romero, Maria Vijil, Noverto Chavez,
lnasia Lujan, Antonio Chavez, Melquíades, Francisco A. Vijil, Abel Vur-nin- a,
Carlos Chavez, Amelia Lucero,
Elfego Chavez,
Fernandes
Visinte
Montoya, Migel Chavez,
Francisco
Perea. Davi l ujan. Jesus Lujan, Manuel Vijil, Luis R. Padilla, Valentin Lujan, Manuel Lucero, Juan Sedillo,
Apolonin Sanchez, Jose S Sanchez,
Estolano Sanchez, Pedro Ruvio, Antonio C. Benavidez, Nick Holliday,
Relies Chavez, Manuel Chavez. Leopoldo Chavez, and all unknown persons who may claim anv interest or
title adverse to plaintiff in the lands
hereinafter described, Defendants,
You ard each of you as- - defendants
in this cause ate hereby notified that
suit has been filed againsp. you in the
District Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of New Mexico.
in and for the County of Torrance, in
the above entitled and numbered cause.
and the general purposes of said action
are to require each and all of you to
set forth the nature of each and all of
your claims, and that any and all adand every one of
verse claims of ea-'you, 38 defendants, may be determined
by decree of this Court, and that the
estate of plaintiff, The Hoard of
Trustees of the Town of Torreón Land
Granr, in the premises hereinafter described, he established
against each
and all of said adverse claims: and that
by said decree, it be declared and ad
judged that the defendants have no
estate or interest whatever in or to
said land or premises or any part thereof; and that no one of the defendants
has any estate or interest whatever in
or to said land or premises or any part
thereof; and that the defendants, each
and all of them, be oarred and forever
stopped from having or claiming any
right or title adverse to plaintiff to the
premises described in this complaint,
which premises are described as follows, to wit:
in Township
"The Lot thirty-eigh- t
five north ard the Lot thirty-eigh- t
in
Township six north of Range six east,
thirty-seven
a d the Lot
in Towsship
six north of Range seven east of the
New Mexico Meridian, County of Tor
rance, Nhw Mexico, containing fourforty-si- x
teen thousand one hundred
and eleven hundredths acres;
being more particularly bounded and
described as follows, with magnetic
degrees,
fifty five
variation twelve
Lorenzo

corner, marked "1M", on side
line run. with mound of e.rth
alongside; Thence west on second mile
eighty chains to a cedar stake, with a
mound of earth alongside, lor twc miie
corner; 1 hence west on tmro miie
eighty chains to a sandstone for three-mil- e
corner, marked "3M" Cor." on
side facing line run, with a mound of
earth alongside; Thence west on fourth
mile thirty five chains, forty-eiulinks to a sandstone 24x2x8 inches.
marked "S W. Cor. Taj " for the
southwest corner of the Tajique Gn-nt- ;
Thence west fifty three chains, fifty
links to the northwest and beginning
corner of the Town of Torreón Grant,
according to the field notes and the
special plat of survey approved by the
Surveyor General June 5, 1877;"
And you and each of you are further
notified that unless you enter your appearance in said cauee on or before the
1st day of November, 1918, judgment
will be rendered in said cause against
you by default, and plaintiff will take
the relief prayed for in bis complaint
herein.
The name of plaintiff's attorneys,
with their postoffice and business ad
dress is Barth & Mabry, Attorneys-at-LaStern Building, Albuquerque
Nev Mexico.
d iy of September.
Dated this
facincr

lth

1918.

JULIAN SAI.A. Clerk.

(Seal)
10 10

By T. B RAPKOCH.
Deputy.

Get eur prices
Equity.
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GRATITUDE.

Mrs. William Bell, Ltgansport, Ind.,
writes:
"I deem it my duly to express my gratitude for the good Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy
did me when I had a severe attack of
diarrhoea three years ago. It was the
only medicine that relieved me " adv

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

September
5. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Acts of Congress of June 21,
1898, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts
supplementary thereto, has made application for the following dacribed
unappropriated publ c land-- as indemnity school landR
List No 8378. Ferial No 036415,
Nwy Sec. 28, NX Sec 21, NE'i Sac.
30, T. 7 N. R. 11 K , N. M. P. M.
The purpose of this notice is to allow
all persons claiming the land adversely,
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
character, an opportunity
to file objections to such location or selection
with the register and receiver of the
United States Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and to establish their interest therein, or the mineral character
thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Regnter, U. S. Land Office
BRONCHIAL

TROUBLE.

Mrs. A. E. Sidenberder,
Rockfield,
Ind , states; "For an attack of bronchial trouble which usually assails me
in the spring I find Chamber.ain's
Couyh Remedy the only thing that
minutes east:
gives me relief.
After using it for a
"Beginning at the nnrhwest corner few
days
all signs of bronchial
of the Grant, which is a sandstone trouble disappears. "
adv
"N. W. Cor
12x18x20 inches, ma-kei orre" on side facing the
grant, with
a mound of stone alongside; Thence
No
No
south on first mile eighty chains to a
corner, marked
sandstone for one-mil- e
,"l.Vl"on side facing lin-- i run, with
mound of earth alongside;
Thence
There's no peace and little rest for
south on second mile eighty chains to the one who suffers from a bad back,
a sandstone
for two mile corner, and
distressing urinary disorders.
maiked "2M" on sido facing line run,
around here recommend
with mound of earth alongside; Thence People
south on third mile, eighty chains to a Doan's Kidney Pills. Be guided by
corner,
sandstone for three-mil- e
marked "3M" on side facing line run, their experience.
Mrs. J. P. Begley, Moriarty, N.
with a mound of earth alongside;
Thence south on fourth mile thirty Mcx.. Says: "It is two years since
chains to a sandstone for southwest I have had any kidney
trouble, but
corner of the grant, marked "H. W.
Cor. Torreón" on side facing grant, before that time, my back gave me
with a mound of stone alongside; no end of misery and hurt me severeThence east along south boundary on ly when I stooped over. There was
first mile eighty ch;ns to a sandstone a heavy feeling through
the small of
corner, marked "LM," on
for one-milrun,
with mound of my back most all the time.
I had
side facing
alongside;
Thence east on second frequent spells of dizziness, my
earth
mile eighty chains to a sandstone for sight blurred
and my head ached.
two-milcorner, marked "2M" on side
Pills
facing line run, with a mound of earth I learned of Doan's Kidney
alongside; Thence east on third mile, and bought some. This
medicine
three-milo
eighty chains to a sandstone for
gave me relief from the pains and
corner, marked "8M" on side facing line run. with mound of earth dizziness and two boxes cured me of
alongside; Thence east on fourth mile all the trouble. I haven't been botheighty chains to a sandstone for four- - ered in this way since."
mile corner, marked "4M" on side
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
facing mile run, with a mound of earth
alongside; Thence east on fifth mile simply ask for a kidney remad;- eighty chains to a sandstone for five-mi- le get Doan's Kidney Pills the sat.corner, marked "5M" on side fac
Foster-y;'.- ing line run, with a mound of earth that Mrs. Begley had
alongside; Thence east on sixth mile burn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. V.

Rest

Peace

'

